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Abstract
This work focuses on the numerical study of electrohydrodynamic multiphase fluid flow prob-
lems. Liquid bodies experience deformations caused by strong external electric fields. These
deformations can be used in industrial applications to accurately control the motion of single
droplets. In the limiting case, strong electric fields can force atomisation of fine microdroplets
from much larger liquid bulks. Due to differences in the electrical properties of the different
fluid phases, the flow affects in turn the electric field distribution.
The analysis of such coupled flows requires numerical modelling of the interdependent hy-
drodynamic and electrodynamic problems. Since most liquids exhibit some conductivity due to
intrinsic ionic species and dissolved impurities, the electrodynamic problem must be modelled
by an electroquasistatic model taking into account capacitive, resistive and convective electrical
currents. This electroquasistatic problem is coupled to an incompressible fluid flow problem
described by the Navier-Stokes equations. Both problems are solved on the same computational
grid, using the finite volume method.
The fluid-fluid interface is modelled using the volume of fluid method. The resulting dif-
fuse interface captures the motion of the phase boundaries while efficiently handling topology
changes. The motion of contact lines is furthermore modelled using a dynamic contact angle
model including hysteresis effects. Pinned contact lines and stick-slip contact line motion in
transient problems can therefore be represented. The developed solver is readily applicable to
a large range of electrohydrodynamic flow problems.
This work investigates electrohydrodynamic flows occurring in three technical applications.
First, the dynamics of sessile droplets subjected to an AC electric field on the surface of an insu-
lator are considered. The dynamics of the oscillating droplets are compared with experimental
data. Partial discharge inception fields are then estimated for similar configurations. Secondly,
the detachment dynamics of two liquids in an on-demand droplet generator, where droplet de-
tachment is enforced by electric fields, are considered and compared to experimental data. The
different conductivities of the liquids are shown to lead to substantially different detachment dy-
namics. Relevant parameters in the detachment dynamics are extracted from the simulations.
Finally, transient electrosprays in the cone-jet mode are characterised for a number of liquids
with different electromechanical properties. The charge-radius correlations of the first ejections
are found to obey the scaling laws reported in the literature. Moreover, additional scaling laws
are found for the subsequent ejections.
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Kurzfassung
Diese Arbeit behandelt die numerische Untersuchung von elektrohydrodynamischen Mehr-
phasenströmungsproblemen. Flüssigkeitsansammlungen können durch starke externe elek-
trische Felder deformiert werden. In industriellen Anwendungen wird dieser Effekt genutzt,
um die Bewegung einzelner Flüssigkeitströpfchen mit hoher Genauigkeit zu steuern. Außer-
dem werden starke elektrische Felder zur Zerstäubung von Flüssigkeitsansammlungen in
Mikrotröpfchen verwendet.
Aufgrund der unterschiedlichen elektrischen Eigenschaften verschiedener Flüssigkeitsphasen
bewirkt die Strömungsdynamik eine Rückkopplung auf die Verteilung des elektrischen Feldes.
Eine numerische Modellierung derartiger Strömungsprobleme erfordert deshalb eine gekoppelte
Lösung der hydrodynamischen und der elektrodynamischen Gleichungen. Weil die meisten Flüs-
sigkeiten eine gewisse Ionenleitfähigkeit aufweisen, ist ein elektroquasistatisches Modell unter
Beachtung von kapazitiven, resistiven und konvektiven elektrischen Ströme erforderlich. Dieses
Modell wird durch eine Kopplung an das Strömungsproblem für inkompressible Flüssigkeiten
erweitert, welches durch die Navier-Stokes-Gleichungen beschrieben wird. Beide Probleme wer-
den auf demselben Rechengitter mittels der Finite-Volumen-Methode gelöst.
Aufgrund des Verhaltens der simulierten Strömungen, das unter anderem Änderungen der
Topologie an der Grenzschicht zwischen den Flüssigkeiten beinhaltet, wird die Bewegung der
Grenzschicht mittels der Fluidvolumenmethode für diffuse Grenzschichten abgebildet. Außer-
dem wird die Bewegung der Kontaktlinien mittels eines dynamischen Kontaktwinkelmod-
ells unter Beachtung von Hystereseeffekten modelliert. Dieses Modell erlaubt eine akkurate
Beschreibung von Haftgleiteffekten bei transienten Bewegungen der Kontaktlinie. Die entwick-
elte Lösungsmethode kann leicht auf eine Vielzahl elektrohydrodynamischer Strömungsprob-
leme angewandt werden.
In dieser Arbeit werden die elektrohydrodynamische Strömungen für drei technische Anwen-
dungen untersucht. Zuerst wird die Dynamik von Tröpfchen auf einem Isolator unter Einfluss
eines elektrischen Wechselfelds untersucht. Die Dynamik der oszillierenden Tröpfchen wird
mit experimentellen Daten verglichen. Im Anschluss werden die Teilentladungseinsetzfeld-
stärken in ähnlichen Konfigurationen abgeschätzt. Als zweites wird die feldstärkeninduzierten
Ablösedynamik in einem Tröpfchengenerator für zwei verschiedener Flüssigkeiten untersucht
und mit Messdaten verglichen. Die unterschiedliche Leitfähigkeit der beiden Flüssigkeiten
führt zu substanziellen Unterschieden in der Ablösedynamik. Die relevanten Parameter für
die Ablösedynamik werden aus den Simulationen extrahiert. Zuletzt werden transiente Elektro-
sprays im Cone-Jet Modus für Flüssigkeiten mit unterschiedlichen elektromechanischen Eigen-
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schaften charakterisiert. Die Korrelation zwischen Ladung und Radius des zuerst erzeugten
Tröpfchens reproduziert bekannte Skalengesetze. Außerdem liefert die Untersuchung modi-
fizierte Skalengesetze für die nachfolgend erzeugten Tröpfchen.
iii
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1 Introduction
Dynamical processes of droplets under the influence of strong electric fields are at the core of
many technical applications. Forces induced by the electric field drive fluid motion, which in
turn affects the distribution of the driving electric fields. Complex flow patterns can therefore
be induced by applying external electric fields. This allows to accurately control droplet motion
in applications such as electrowetting [76] and on-demand droplet generation [106]. In other
atomisation processes, such as electrospraying [17, 54], electric fields can be used to modulate
the size of atomised droplets and the angle of the spray cone. The motion of fluids in these ap-
plications depends on both the mechanical and the electrical properties of fluids. The behaviour
of these droplet systems is therefore referred as Electrohydrodynamic (EHD).
In general, the coupling between the hydrodynamic and electrodynamic problem describing
the dynamical charging effects is non-trivial, so that EHD processes can only be accurately
described by the means of numerical simulation. In order to do so, a few challenges related to
the nature of the problem at hand must be overcome. In multiphase fluid flow problems, the
discontinuities of the material properties and physical quantities across the interface need to be
carefully handled. The contact line formed at the intersection of the phase boundary with solids
also plays a major role in the dynamics of droplets in strong electric fields and requires a proper
dynamic description.
The modelling of the interface is also of importance for the electric problem. For conductive
liquids, the discontinuities of the electric displacement and conduction current densities result
in the apparition of unbalanced free charge at the interface. This charge redistribution effect can
lead to detachment of charged droplets from initially uncharged liquids. Such a configuration
can be described neither by the electrostatic nor the steady conduction approximations: an
electroquasistatic formulation is required to accurately capture dynamical charging effects.
The time scales of the phenomena associated to the dynamics of the fluids and of free charge
are, in many EHD applications, similar. Therefore, a fully coupled multiphase solver is required
to provide an accurate description of EHD problems. Such a solver is described in this disser-
tation. A conduction-convection model captures the dynamics of free charge in the conductive
liquids. Droplet merging and splitting events are furthermore efficiently handled by using a
diffuse interface representation for the fluid-fluid boundary. In addition, the dynamics of the
contact line formed on a surface by the fluid-fluid interface are modelled using a dynamic con-
tact angle model including contact line hysteresis effects. The coupled solver thus obtained is
employed to characterise the dynamics of different EHD problems.
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1.1 Outline
The thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 describes the physical phenomena occurring in EHD
flows. A few semi-analytic methods to solve some problems supporting the rest of the work
are furthermore described. In Chapter 3, the Finite Volume Method (FVM) and the schemes
used to solve the different parts of the EHD problem are introduced. Chapter 4 completes this
description with some details on the coupling between the hydrodynamic and electroquasistatic
problems. Three applications of interest are presented in Chapters 5 to 7. The dynamics of rain
droplets subjected to AC fields on insulating plates and its relation to the inception of partial
discharges are described in Chapter 5. An on-demand droplet generator is characterised in
Chapter 6, showing strongly conductivity-dependent droplet behaviour. The presented material
is partly taken from [83]. Finally, the dynamics of transient electrosprays are considered in
Chapter 7. The size and net charge of successively ejected droplets are studied for a range of
different test liquids. Parts of the presented results are taken from [82]. Chapter 8 summarises
the results and offers an outlook.
1.2 Cooperations
This project was conducted in the framework of the Collaborative Research Center Transregio
75 (SFB-TRR 75) “Droplet Dynamics Under Extreme Ambient Conditions”, within subproject
A5. Multiple cooperations have contributed to the results presented in this thesis.
The study of the behaviour of sessile droplets on high-voltage insulators was performed in col-
laboration with subproject C5 of the SFB-TRR 75: Jens-Michael Löwe and Prof. Dr.-Ing. Volker
Hinrichsen (High Voltage Laboratory, Technical University of Darmstadt). The videos of ex-
periments and partial discharge inception voltages presented in Chapter 5 were obtained by
subproject C5.
The characterisation of the on-demand droplet generator is the result of a collaborative
work with subproject B2 of the SFB-TRR 75: Christoph Steinhausen, Dr.-Ing. Grazia Lamanna,
Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Bernhard Weigand, (Institute for Aerospace Thermodynamics, University
of Stuttgart), Andreas Preusche, Prof. Dr. habil. Andreas Dreizler, (Institute of Reactive Flows
and Diagnostics, Technical University of Darmstadt). The experimental results presented in
Chapter 6 were obtained by subproject B2.
The load balanced adaptive mesh refinement code used for electrosprays simulations pre-
sented in Chapter 7 was developed in collaboration with Daniel Deising (Mathematical Model-
ing and Applied Analysis, Technical University of Darmstadt) and Dr.-Ing. Daniel Rettenmaier
(Graduate School CE; Fluid Mechanics and Aerodynamics, Technical University of Darmstadt).
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2 Theory of Electrohydrodynamic Flows
2.1 Physical Phenomena in Electrohydrodynamic Flows
2.1.1 Capillary Effects
Surface tension
Surface tension is a property of fluids, originating from molecular forces. At the surface
between two immiscible fluids, cohesive forces and adhesive forces are usually not balanced,
resulting in a pressure difference across the interface. This pressure difference, depending only
on the fluid properties and local interface geometry, follows the Young-Laplace equation [60,
137]:
∆p = γ

1
R1
+
1
R2

, (2.1)
where γ is the surface tension, R1 and R2 denote the two principal radii of curvature, so that
1
R1
+ 1R2

is twice the mean local curvature of the surface. The internal pressure tends to deform
the interface to minimise its area. Thus, in the absence of external forces, a liquid mass takes
a spherical shape. This effect is observed in daily life, through the formation of water droplets.
For droplets residing on surfaces, the equilibrium shape is flattened by the influence of gravity.
The surface tension γ varies with temperature, typically decreasing monotonically with in-
creasing temperature and reaching a value of zero at the critical temperature. It is also impacted
by the presence and concentration of surfactants and solutes. When the surface tension varies
locally due to non uniform conditions, the interface is subjected to Marangoni effects [71, 117],
where the gradient of surface tension drives liquid flow in the direction of higher surface tension.
In the absence of surface tension gradients, the surface force originating from the pressure
difference acts only in the direction n normal to the interface. The effective surface tension
force density can therefore be written as
fs = −∆pn . (2.2)
In this work, only pure fluids are considered, in the absence of temperature gradient and surfac-
tants. Furthermore, it is assumed that any impurities in liquids are in very low concentration and
do not affect surface tension. Thus, the expression (2.2) for the surface tension force applies.
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Contact line
The intersection between multiple fluids and a solid surface is referred to as contact line.
Along this line, two additional surface tension contributions must be considered. Given the sit-
uation shown in Fig. 2.1, involving a liquid phase, a gas phase and a solid (indexed respectively
with L, G and S) three surface tension contributions, γLS, γSG and γLG act at the contact line.
The balance of forces at equilibrium between the three surface tensions, tangential to the solid
surface, results in Young’s equation:
γSG = γLG cosθ + γSL , (2.3)
where θ is the apparent angle between the liquid-gas boundary and the solid surface. At equi-
librium, this angle is referred to as the static contact angle.
γLG
γSGγLS θ
Figure 2.1: Schematic of the surface tension contributions of two fluids and a solid defining a
contact line.
The static contact angle is related to the wettability properties of the surface for the involved
liquid-gas pair. Low contact angle values are observed for highly wettable surfaces where a given
amount of deposited liquid tends to cover a large area. In the limiting case of perfect wettability,
θ = 0°, any given amount of liquid expands to cover the entirety of the solid surface. Conversely,
low wettability surfaces are characterised by large contact angles and a low contact area. In the
limiting case θ = 180°, any given amount of liquid has a single point of contact with the solid
surface. In the case of water, the terms hydrophobic and hydrophilic are used, respectively, to
qualify surfaces with low and high wettability.
Static contact angle hysteresis
The Young-Laplace equation (2.1) describes the equilibrium contact angle between three
phases for ideally smooth and homogeneous surfaces. In presence of surface roughness or
material inhomogeneity, the contact line exhibits a so-called contact angle hysteresis [27]. The
term hysteresis is used in the literature to indicate that the fluid pair meeting at a surface may
exhibit a range of admissible contact angle values at equilibrium, θrec < θ < θadv. Here, θrec
denotes the minimal contact angle required for the contact line to exhibit receding motion, i.e.
motion in the direction of the bulk of the liquid. Conversely, θadv denotes the maximal angle re-
quired for the contact line to exhibit advancing motion. For a given portion of contact line with
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contact angle values in the range of static hysteresis, the non-moving contact line is described
as being ‘pinned’ to the surface.
This effect is readily observed on inclined surfaces holding water droplets. The droplet is
asymmetrically deformed due to gravity. Yet, the droplet remains pinned on the surface as long
as all contact angle values at their contact lines remain in the range of hysteresis (cf. Fig. 2.2).
Dynamic contact angle
When considering the dynamic case, the assumptions of equilibrium contact angles do not
hold anymore. As liquids cannot wet nor dewet surfaces instantly, a slight delay is observed in
the motion of the contact line compared to the bulk. At the macroscopic scale, this translates to
a deviation from the static contact angle value. Various models, e.g. [56, 101, 125, 136], relate
the dynamic contact angle to the capillary number Ca =
µliqVcl
γLG
, where µliq is the dynamic vis-
cosity of the liquid, Vcl is the velocity of the contact line and γLG is the surface tension between
the liquid and gas phase, abbreviated as γ. These models are based on both analytic considera-
tions and experimental observations. A sketch of the general behaviour of the dynamic contact
angle with respect to the capillary number is shown in Fig. 2.2b. Here, the capillary number is
assumed to be positive for an advancing contact line and negative for a receding contact line.
The discontinuity at capillary number Ca= 0 in Fig. 2.2b represents static hysteresis.
θ > θrec
θ < θadv
(a)
0 Ca
θ
θadv
θrec
st
at
ic
receding advancing
(b)
Figure 2.2: Illustration of static and dynamic contact angle hysteresis. (a) Pinned droplet on an
inclined surface. The contact angle values at the contact line are within the range
of hysteresis, preventing motion of the contact line. (b) Sketch of the dynamic
behaviour of the contact angle with respect to the signed capillary number.
Static hysteresis of the contact line introduces the concept of mobility, which qualitatively
characterises the ease with which a given contact line can be forced into motion. When the
range of hysteresis is large, the associated contact line is said to have a low mobility. In
droplets characterised by low mobility, external forces can induce local deformations of the
droplet without associated motion of the contact line. The effect is relevant in applications such
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as electrowetting, where the application of external electric fields is used to induce motion of
the contact line in a controlled manner [76].
In this work, the contact angle is modelled according to Kistler’s correlation [56], which
relates the value of the dynamic contact angle to the capillary number as
θdyn = fH
 
Ca+ f −1H (θadv/rec)

, (2.4)
where fH is Hoffman’s empirical function [49],
fH(x) = arccos

1− 2 tanh

5.16
 x
1+ 1.31x0.99
0.706
, (2.5)
and f −1H its inverse. The angle θadv/rec takes the value of θadv or θrec depending on the sign of
the local capillary number.
It should be noted that the contact angle model provides only a macroscopic description.
Effects at the microscopic scale are not described by this model. Assuming a no-slip condition
at the interface, fluids at solid surfaces undergo a rolling motion [25]. This motion is not
compatible with the picture of a moving contact line as described above [50]. It leads to a stress
singularity, implying that the hypotheses of the continuum representation of the flow does not
hold at the contact line. The issue of the stress singularity is solved in the numerical model by
applying a special contact angle boundary condition.
2.1.2 Electrohydrodynamic Forces
In dielectric materials, electric charges are bound in the individual molecules. The response of
the material to external fields is due to dipole moments of these molecules. When an external
electric field is applied, the dipolar moments tend to align with the electric field. A polarisation
density field, P, thus arises in reaction to the application of the electric field E. Typical liquids
are isotropic and linear dielectric media, so that the polarisation density is
P= "0χeE= (" − "0)E , (2.6)
where "0 is electric permittivity of free space, χe the electric susceptibility of the material and "
the permittivity of the material. The electric displacement field, D, defined as
D= "0E+ P= "E , (2.7)
combines the electric field and polarisation density. D obeys Gauss’s law, relating it to the density
%e of free charge:
∇ ·D= %e . (2.8)
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The electric force on dielectrics can be calculated by integrating the force on dipoles. The
force acting on a single dipole p is
F= (p · ∇)E . (2.9)
Taking the polarisation density in the dielectric as P= np, where n is the density of dipoles, the
Kelvin polarisation force density is obtained as [74, p. 3.6]
fp = (P · ∇)E . (2.10)
The total electric force density including the force on free charges is then
fe = %eE+ fp = %eE+ (P · ∇)E . (2.11)
In the EHD case considered here, due to the absence of magnetic materials and low velocities
involved, the electric field is irrotational, i.e. ∇× E = 0. Using the vector identity 12∇(E2) =
(E · ∇)E + E × (∇ × E) and substituting (2.6) in (2.10), the polarisation force density can be
rewritten as
fp =
1
2
(" − "0)∇(E · E) (2.12)
=
1
2
∇ [(" − "0)E · E]− 12(E · E)∇" . (2.13)
The electric force density can also be calculated from the variation of energy stored in the
electric field. The electrostatic energy density W stored in a dielectric medium is
W =
∫ D
0
E(α1, . . . ,αn,D
′) · dD′ . (2.14)
Here, the notation E(α1, . . . ,αn,D) represents the constitutive law for the dielectric medium,
where the αi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n are parameters corresponding to the physical model. The force density
acting on the medium is then given by [74, p. 3.11]:
fKH = %eE−
n∑
i=1
αi∇

∂W
∂ αi

. (2.15)
Equation (2.15) is commonly referred as the Korteweg-Helmholtz force density.
For a linear and isotropic dielectric medium, the constitutive law takes the form
E=
1
(1+χe)"0
D . (2.16)
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For incompressible fluids where the electric susceptibility remains constant, the electrostatic
energy density is thus
W =
∫ D
0
1
(1+χe)"0
D · dD= D ·D
2(1+χe)"0
. (2.17)
so that
∂W
∂ χe
= − D ·D
2(1+χe)
2"0
= −"0
2
E · E . (2.18)
The Korteweg-Helmholtz force density (2.15) becomes
fKH = %eE+
χe"0
2
∇(E · E) = %eE+ 12(" − "0)∇(E · E) , (2.19)
thus recovering the expression for the polarisation force density (2.12).
The force densities can also be directly derived from the electric field and the permittivity, as
the divergence of electromechanical stress tensors [74, p. 3.18]. Consider the coordinate system
indexed with (x1, x2, x3), with unitary vectors (u1,u2,u3). Writing Di and Ei, i ∈ {1,2,3}, the
components of D and E respectively, and E2 = E·E, the total electric force density can be written,
using the Kelvin polarisation force density (2.12), as:
fe = %eE+
1
2
(" − "0)∇(E · E) (2.20)
= (∇ ·D)E+ 1
2
(" − "0)∇(E · E) (2.21)
=
3∑
k=1

3∑
i=1
∂ Di
∂ x i
Ek +
1
2
(" − "0) ∂ E
2
∂ xk

uk (2.22)
=
3∑
k=1

3∑
i=1
∂ Di
∂ x i
Ek +
"
2
∂ E2
∂ xk
− "0
2
∂ E2
∂ xk

uk (2.23)
=
3∑
k=1

3∑
i=1
∂ Di
∂ x i
Ek + "
3∑
i=1
∂ Ei
∂ xk
Ei − "02
∂ E2
∂ xk

uk . (2.24)
Since E is irrotational, ∂ Ei∂ xk =
∂ Ek
∂ xi
, so that (2.24) becomes
fe =
3∑
k=1

3∑
i=1
∂ Di
∂ x i
Ek + "
3∑
i=1
∂ Ek
∂ x i
Ei − "02
∂ E2
∂ xk

uk (2.25)
=
3∑
k=1

3∑
i=1
∂ Di
∂ x i
Ek +
3∑
i=1
∂ Ek
∂ x i
Di − "02
∂ E2
∂ xk

uk (2.26)
=
3∑
k=1

3∑
i=1
∂ DiEk
∂ x i
− "0
2
∂ E2
∂ xk

uk . (2.27)
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Introducing the Kronecker delta δik,
δik =
(
1, if i = k
0 otherwise
, (2.28)
Equation (2.27) can be rewritten as
fe =
3∑
k=1
3∑
i=1

∂ DiEk
∂ x i
− "0
2
∂ E2
∂ x i
δik

uk . (2.29)
The corresponding electromechanical stress tensor Te so that fe = ∇ ·Te can then be identified
as
Te = D⊗ E− "02 E
2I= "E⊗ E− "0
2
E2I , (2.30)
where ⊗ is the dyadic product and I the unit tensor.
Alternatively, another electromechanical stress tensor can be derived from (2.13). In the
case of incompressible flow, the conservative term 12∇ [(" − "0)E · E] can be integrated to the
pressure, yielding the same resulting flow [74, p. 3.13]. The effective electric force derived
from (2.13) then becomes
fe = %eE− 12(E · E)∇" (2.31)
= (∇ ·D)E− 1
2
(E · E)∇" (2.32)
=
3∑
k=1

3∑
i=1
∂ Di
∂ x i
Ek − 12E
2 ∂ "
∂ xk

uk (2.33)
=
3∑
k=1

3∑
i=1
∂ Di
∂ x i
Ek − 12
∂ "E2
∂ xk
+
"
2
∂ E2
∂ xk

uk (2.34)
=
3∑
k=1

3∑
i=1
∂ Di
∂ x i
Ek + "
3∑
i=1
∂ Ei
∂ xk
Ei − 12
∂ "E2
∂ xk

uk . (2.35)
Rearranging the terms of (2.35) similarly to (2.24), an electromechanical tensor can be identi-
fied as
T′e = "E⊗ E− "2E
2I . (2.36)
The expression (2.36) is similar, but not equal, to (2.30).
In this work, for numerical calculations, the total electrically induced force density is calcu-
lated from the stress tensor T′e so that
fe =∇ ·

"E⊗ E− "
2
E2I

. (2.37)
This expression allows for the application of Gauss’ theorem using in the discretisation proce-
dure, as detailed in Section 3.1.2.
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2.1.3 Free Charge Dynamics in Conductive Liquids
In problems involving only perfect dielectrics and in the absence of initial net charge, the free
charge density %e in (2.8) and (2.11) remains zero. However, many liquids exhibit a significant
electrical conductivity. This conductivity arises from the presence of free ionic species in the
bulk of the liquid. These may originate from dissolved impurities or from self-dissociation of
the liquid itself. Three mechanisms are responsible for the dynamics of free charges in liquids:
conduction, diffusion and convective transport. In the following, the equations governing free
charge dynamics are derived following the analysis from [97].
When an electric field E is applied to the liquid, the conservation equation for a charged
species i with concentration ni, mobility ωi and valency zi reads
∂ ni
∂ t
+∇ · (niu) =∇ · (ωikBT∇ni)∓∇ · (ωinizieE) + ri , (2.38)
where e is the elementary charge, kB Boltzmann’s constant and T the temperature. ∓ indicates
that the term ∇ · (ωinizieE) is subtracted for positive charge, and added for negative charge.
In (2.38), the term ∇ · niu represents the convective transport of the charged species by the
fluid flow. The terms on the right hand side describe diffusion and conduction processes; ri
denotes the reaction source term describing generation and recombination of the ionic species.
Consider first a reaction between an anion AzA− and a cation CzC+, producing a neutral species
N. The reaction is of the form
kAA
zA− + kCCzC+  kNN , (2.39)
where kA, kC and kN are the stoichiometric factors associated to the reaction. The reaction
rates are Krn
ka
a n
kc
c for the recombination reaction and Kdn
kN
N for the dissociation reaction. At
equilibrium, the two reactions occur with the same rate, so that
Krn
ka
a n
kc
c = Kdn
kN
N . (2.40)
For each of the three species considered, (2.38) reads:
∂ nA
∂ t
+∇ · (nAu) =∇ · (ωAkBT∇nA) +∇ · (ωAnAzAeE) + kA

Kdn
kN
N − KrnkAA nkCC

, (2.41a)
∂ nC
∂ t
+∇ · (nCu) =∇ · (ωCkBT∇nC)−∇ · (ωCnCzCeE) + kC

Kdn
kN
N − KrnkAA nkCC

, (2.41b)
∂ nN
∂ t
+∇ · (nNu) =∇ · (ωNkBT∇nN) − kN

Kdn
kN
N − KrnkAA nkCC

. (2.41c)
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By combining (2.41c) and (2.41a) and (2.41b), such that the reaction term cancels, one obtains
∂
∂ t

nA +
kA
kN
nN

+∇ ·

nA +
kA
kN
nN

u

=∇ ·

ωAkBT∇

nA +
kA
kN
nN

+∇ · (ωAnAzAeE) ,
(2.42a)
∂
∂ t

nC +
kC
kN
nN

+∇ ·

nC +
kC
kN
nN

u

=∇ ·

ωCkBT∇

nC +
kC
kN
nN

−∇ · (ωCnCzCeE) .
(2.42b)
For this pair of ionic species, the total free charge density reads %e = nCzCe−nAzAe. Combining
(2.42b) and (2.42a) yields
∂ %e
∂ t
+
∂
∂ t

kCzC − kAzA
kN
enN

+∇ · (%eu) +∇ ·

kCzC − kAzA
kN
enNu

=
−∇ · (ωCzCnC +ωAzAnA) e2E+ kBTe∇ · (ωCzC∇nC −ωAzA∇nA)
+ kBTe
ωN
kN
∇ ·

kCzC − kAzA
kN
∇nN

.
(2.43)
Noticing that kCzC − kAzA = 0, all terms depending on nN cancel out, yielding:
∂ %e
∂ t
+∇ · (%eu) = −∇ ·

(ωCzCnC +ωAzAnA) e
2E

+ kBTe∇ · (ωCzC∇nC −ωAzA∇nA) . (2.44)
Equation (2.44) can be rewritten in dimensionless form as:
τD
τP
∂ %e
∂ t
+ Pe∇ · (%eu) = −β∇ · [(ωCzCnC +ωAzAnA)E] +∇ · (ωCzC∇nC −ωAzA∇nA) , (2.45)
where τD = l2/ωNkBT is a characteristic diffusion time, τP is the time scale of the transport
process, Pe = l2"0E20/µωNkBT is the Péclet number, ratio of ion transfer rate by convection
to diffusion, and β = leE0/kBT is a dimensionless field strength. Considering typical val-
ues E0 = 10kVm−1, l = 1mm, µ = 1mNm−1, ωN = 2× 1011m2V−1 s−1, T = 293K, the
characteristic quantities are τD ≈ 1× 103 s, Pe ≈ 1× 105 and β ≈ 5000. Under these condi-
tions, the diffusion term is negligible compared to the other terms in (2.45). Furthermore, the
term (ωCzCnC +ωAzAnA) e2 in (2.44) can be identified as the electrical conductivity κ.
Thus, (2.44) reduces to the charge conservation equation in a moving fluid with velocity u
∂ %e
∂ t
+∇ · (%eu) +∇ · (κE) = 0 . (2.46)
Equation (2.46) is the form taken by the charge conservation equation under the assump-
tion of the Taylor-Melcher leaky dielectric model [75], where charge diffusion phenomena
are neglected. Note that under this assumption, for a homogeneous and initially uncharged
liquid, free charge can only arise at the interface. The bulk of the liquid can acquire free charge
only from convection effects from the charged interface since the initial divergence of the elec-
tric field vanishes. Electrical conduction opposes the presence of free charges in the volume by
tending to push charges out of the volume, towards the interface.
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2.1.4 Electrohydrodynamic Problem
Electroquasistatic problem
Equation (2.44) cannot be solved by itself, as it requires the knowledge of the electric field.
Thus, Gauss’s law, (2.8), is used in order to obtain the electric field. In the absence of magnetic
materials, the typical time scale of magnetic effects, τm = µκl2, is short compared to the time
scale of charge relaxation τe =
κ
" , so that the electroquasistatic approximation applies. An
electric potential Φ can be introduced, with −∇Φ= E.
Equation (2.46) can be reformulated as
∂ %e
∂ t
+∇ · (%eu) =∇ · (κ∇Φ) , (2.47)
where the electric potential Φ is calculated from Gauss’s law
∇ · ("∇Φ) = −%e . (2.48)
The two equations (2.47) and (2.48), when complemented with boundary and initial conditions,
completely describe the electroquasistatic problem. Furthermore, this formulation provides di-
rectly a solution for the free charge density which is often a quantity of interest in droplet
applications.
Hydrodynamic problem
The conservation of mass for fluids with velocity u and density ρ reads
∂ ρ
∂ t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0 . (2.49)
In the absence of strong pressure gradients, the fluids can be considered as incompressible, so
that ρ remains constant. Then, (2.49), reduces to
∇ · u= 0 . (2.50)
The conservation of momentum is described by the Navier-Stokes equation,
∂ ρu
∂ t
+∇ · (ρu⊗ u) = −∇p+∇ ·  µ  ∇u+∇uT+ρg+ fs + fe , (2.51)
where p is the pressure and µ the dynamic viscosity. The source term ρg is the gravitational
force density; the other source terms, fs and fe are, respectively, the surface tension force density
at the fluid-fluid interface and the force density originating from the electric field, described in
Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. The set of equations (2.47), (2.48), (2.50) and (2.51) provides a
complete description of electrohydrodynamic processes in electroquasistatic approximation.
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2.2 Analytical and Semi-analytical Solutions of Supporting Problems
Due to complex electrohydrodynamic interactions, numerical simulations are usually required
for the study of electrohydrodynamic processes in millimetric droplets. Analytical and semi-
analytical calculations can nevertheless be performed for some simple droplet configurations.
In this section, a few supporting formulas and considerations that are later using electrohydro-
dynamic simulations are detailed.
2.2.1 Pendant and Sessile Droplets at Equilibrium
The shapes of static pendant droplets are of interest for acquiring insight into droplet formation
from a capillary as well as for measurements of surface tension [61, 94]. The calculation of
axisymmetric shapes for pendant droplets at equilibrium can be performed in a semi-analytical
manner. Consider an axisymmetric pendant liquid drop at hydrostatic equilibrium as shown
in Fig. 2.3. Let ρl denote the density of the liquid, ρg the density of the surrounding gas,
∆ρ = ρl−ρg, and γ the surface tension for the liquid-gas pair. The pressure difference across the
interface is given by the Young-Laplace equation ∆p = γ

1
R1
+ 1R2

. At hydrostatic equilibrium,
the pressure difference may also be written ∆p = ∆p0 − ∆ρgz, where ∆p0 is the pressure
difference at the apex of the droplet. Combining the two equations for the pressure difference
yields
γ

1
R1
+
1
R2

=∆p0 −∆ρgz , (2.52)
at all points of the interface.
%
A0
R1
R2
θ
s
Figure 2.3: Surface of an axisymmetric pendant droplet.
At the apex of the droplet, the principal radii of curvature are equal: R1 = R2 = b. Thus,
(2.52) can be rewritten using the apex curvature b as
γ

1
R1
+
1
R2

=
2γ
b
−∆ρgz . (2.53)
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Denoting s the arc length of the interface profile from the origin (see Fig. 2.3), the radii of
curvature R1(s) and R2(s) can be calculated as
1
R1
=
dθ
ds
, (2.54)
1
R2
=
sin(θ )
%
. (2.55)
Introducing (2.54) and (2.55) into (2.53) yields
dθ
ds
+
sin(θ )
%
=
2
b
− ∆ρgz
γ
. (2.56)
Using the relations
d%
ds
= cos(θ ) , (2.57)
dz
ds
= sin(θ ) , (2.58)
and introducing the capillary constant
c =
∆ρg
γ
, (2.59)
a system of equations is obtained as
d% = cos(θ )ds ,
dz = sin(θ )ds ,
dθ =

2
b
− sin(θ )
%
− cz

ds .
(2.60)
Combined with the initial conditions % = 0, z = 0, θ = 0, (2.60) defines the shape of pendant
droplets as a function of the curvature b at the apex of the droplet. The system of equations
can be numerically integrated, using, e.g., the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg RKF45 method [29]. The
integration itself does not include information about the actual constraints of the problem (cap-
illary radius, contact angle, droplet volume, etc.). One of these parameters must therefore be
used as end condition for the integration to obtain the actual droplet shape.
The typical constraints for the integration of the droplet shape are the volume of the droplet
and either the contact angle with the surface of contact or the radius of the contact line. One
of the constraints is guaranteed to be fulfilled by the end condition for the integration. For
the other constraint, the initial radius of curvature typically has to be varied to ensure that the
integrated droplet shape fulfils both criteria.
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The same analysis can be performed for sessile droplets [94], by integrating the system of
equations

d% = cos(θ )ds ,
dz = sin(θ )ds ,
dθ =

−2
b
− sin(θ )
%
+ cz

ds ,
(2.61)
which is similar to (2.60).
It should be noted that the same end conditions may be fulfilled by different droplet shapes
with the same apex curvature radius. Consider the situation shown in Fig. 2.4. The three
droplet shapes are integrated with the same apex curvature; the capillary radius is used as end
condition. The number of crossings of the % = a line determines the shape of the droplet, which
can be classified in three types. Droplets of type II have an equator, droplets of type III have
both an equator and a neck, while droplets of type I exhibit none of these features.
-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1
Dimensionless radius A= c
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Figure 2.4: Types of pendant droplets at the tip of a capillary with radius a. Droplet shapes
are integrated with parameters a = 0.5c− 12 , b = 0.6c− 12 . Type I: droplet without
equator nor neck; type II: droplet with equator and without neck; type III: droplet
with equator and neck.
The semi-analytical results can be used to provide initial conditions for numerical simulations
involving axisymmetric droplets initially at rest. The benefit of this method of initialisation
are two-fold. Firstly, simulating the droplet generation process may be avoided, thus reducing
computational costs. Secondly, by providing initial conditions corresponding to the equilibrium
shape, initial transient oscillations of droplets are suppressed and do not interfere with the
dynamics of interest.
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2.2.2 Oscillation Modes of Free and Sessile Droplets
The mechanical modes of isolated droplets can be calculated in the limiting case of small defor-
mations. The analysis of these modes can be used to evaluate the damping constants of different
oscillation modes and therefore their influence in transient dynamics.
As shown in [59], the shape of the droplet interface can be described by the means of spherical
harmonics. For axisymmetric oscillations, the shape of a droplet can be expanded in zonal
harmonics as
R(θ , t) = R0 +
nmax∑
n=2
an(t)Pn(cosθ ) , (2.62)
where (R,θ ) are the spherical polar coordinates and Pn legendre polynomials.
For sufficiently small viscosity, the an(t) are independent and take the form [108, 121]
an(t) = an(0) cos(ωn t)exp(− t
τn
) , (2.63)
ω2n =
(n− 1)n(n+ 1)(n+ 2)
(n+ 1)ρi + nρo
γ
R30
, (2.64)
τn =
[(n+ 1)ρi + nρo]R20
(n− 1)(n+ 1)(2n+ 1)µi + n(n+ 2)(2n+ 1)µo , (2.65)
where ρi, ρo are the densities of the inner and outer fluid, respectively, µi and µo their dynamic
viscosities, γ the surface tension and R0 the bubble or drop radius.
For a liquid droplet immersed in a gas such that ρl  ρg and µl  µg, (2.64) and (2.65)
reduce to
ω2n =
(n− 1)n(n+ 2)
ρl
γ
R30
, (2.66)
τn =
ρlR
2
0
(n− 1)(2n+ 1)µl . (2.67)
In the case of sessile droplets, the constraint imposed by the substrate plane breaks the as-
sumptions leading to (2.66). This case has been studied numerically in [6, 7, 86, 108, 121].
In [108], the constraint imposed by a substrate is reported to introduce a low frequency mode
not present for free drops, while higher order modes are shifted to higher frequencies. In [28],
the modes of hemispherical sessile drops, both with and without contact line hysteresis are con-
sidered. In the absence of contact line hysteresis, the modes of the drops were found to approach
the even modes of free droplets. However, the presence of contact line hysteresis introduced a
non-trivial shift of resonance frequencies.
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By considering standing wave states at the surface of the droplet, a formula giving the fre-
quency of the nth oscillation mode of a droplet as a function of its mass m and contact angle θ
can be derived [99]:
fn = α
pi
2

n3γ
24m
cos3 θ − 3cosθ + 2
θ 3
1
2
, (2.68)
where α ≈ 0.81 is an experimentally fitted scaling factor. In [116], it was further found that
droplet elongation leads to superposition of modes obtained from the length of the free surface
in the different directions. In the case of forced oscillations, azimuthally degenerate modes
oscillate with half the frequency of the forcing motion [13, 14].
The oscillations of sessile drops are thus essentially modal, with resonance frequencies follow-
ing similar trends as for free droplets. However, due to the effects discussed above, the presence
of the substrate may lead to slight shifts in the resonance frequencies of oscillations modes. In
the case of droplets oscillations forced by external electric fields, complex dynamics may arise,
both from purely electrodynamic effects and from contact line hysteresis effects.
2.2.3 Electric Fields at Dielectric and Conductive Wedges
Due to hysteretic effects, the contact line of oscillating droplets forced by electric fields plays
a significant in the dynamics of the droplets. In addition, the electric stress on the insulator
surface is maximal along the contact line of droplets. In many configurations of materials, the
electric field at the contact line is singular. The existence of electric field singularities at contact
lines between multiple materials can be studied analytically by considering a two-dimensional
wedge where multiple media meet [8, 10, 70, 73, 79, 109], as shown in Fig. 2.5.
ϕ0 = ϕn
ϕ1
ϕ2
ϕn−1
"1
"2
"n
(%,ϕ)
∆ϕ1
∆ϕ2
∆ϕn
Figure 2.5: Wedge configuration where multiple media with different permittivities meet.
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Consider first, for simplicity the solution of an electrostatic field problem. The electric poten-
tial Φ(%,ϕ) is a solution of Laplace’s equation in each of the materials
∆Φ= 0 ⇐⇒ %2 ∂ 2Φ
∂ %2
+%
∂Φ
∂ %
+
∂ 2Φ
∂ ϕ2
= 0 . (2.69)
Since Laplace’s equation is separable for the polar coordinate system, Φ can be rewritten as
Φ(%,ϕ) = f (%)g(ϕ). Thus, (2.69) becomes
1
f (%)

%2
∂ 2 f (%)
∂ %2
+%
∂ f (%)
∂ %

+
1
g(ϕ)
∂ 2g(ϕ)
∂ ϕ2
= 0 . (2.70)
As each of its terms depends only on one of the coordinates, (2.70) can be further separated in
a system of two equations 
%2
∂ 2 f
∂ %2
+%
∂ f
∂ %
−m2 f = 0 ,
∂ 2g
∂ ϕ2
+m2g = 0 ,
(2.71)
where m2 ∈ R is a constant. Solutions of the system (2.71) are of the form:
Φ(%,ϕ) = fm(%)gm(ϕ) , (2.72)
fm(%) =

c0,1 + c0,2 ln(%) ,m= 0
cm,1%
m + cm,2%
−m ,m2 > 0
cm,1 cos(m ln(%)) + cm,2 sin(m ln(%)) ,m
2 < 0
(2.73)
gm(ϕ) =

c0,3 + c0,4ϕ ,m= 0
cm,3 cos(mϕ) + cm,4 sin(mϕ) ,m
2 > 0
cm,3 exp(mϕ) + cm,4 exp(−mϕ) ,m2 < 0
(2.74)
The set of admissible values for m can be reduced by requiring that the energy in the domain
remain finite. Thus, the electric field E = −∇Φ must be square integrable in the vicinity of the
wedge [10]. The admissible, non-constant solutions therefore have the form
fm(%) = %
m (2.75)
gm(ϕ) = cm,1 cos(mϕ) + cm,2 sin(mϕ) (2.76)
with m> 0. The corresponding electric fields are
Em(%,ϕ) = m%
m−1  cm,1 cos(mϕ) + cm,2 sin(mϕ)u% +  cm,1 sin(mϕ)− cm,2 cos(mϕ)uϕ ,
(2.77)
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where u% and uϕ are the unitary vectors of the polar coordinate system.
In order to obtain solutions of the Laplace equation, the boundaries between materials must
be taken into account. Denoting the electric potential in each material with the correspond
superscript i, the continuity conditions for the electric potential and electric displacement are
Φi−1(%,ϕi) = Φi(%,ϕi) , (2.78)
"i−1
∂Φi−1(%,ϕ)
∂ ϕ

ϕ=ϕi
= "i
∂Φi(%,ϕ)
∂ ϕ

ϕ=ϕi
. (2.79)
Exploiting the linear independence of the %m functions, the continuity conditions (2.78)
and (2.79) can be fulfilled only by solutions with an identical parameter m. Therefore, only
the functions g im(ϕ) need to fulfil the continuity equations:
g im(ϕi) = g
i+1
m (ϕi) , (2.80)
"i
∂ g im
∂ ϕ
(ϕi) = "i+1
∂ g i+1m
∂ ϕ
(ϕi) . (2.81)
Each of the n continuity conditions is characterised by a vector Cim defined as
Cim =
 
g im(ϕi)
"i
∂ g im
∂ ϕ (ϕi)
!
. (2.82)
Denoting Mim(ϕ) the matrices
Mim(ϕ) =

cos(mϕ) sin(mϕ)
−m"i sin(mϕ) m"i cos(mϕ)

, (2.83)
the continuity equations can be written as
Cim =M
i
m(ϕi)

c im,1
c im,2

=Mi+1(ϕi)

c i+1m,1
c i+1m,2

. (2.84)
The matrices Mim(ϕ) have determinants det(M
i
m(ϕ)) = m"i > 0 and are thus invertible.
By noticing that
Ci−1m =Mim(ϕi−1)

c im,1
c im,2

⇐⇒

c im,1
c im,2

=Mim(ϕi−1)
−1Ci−1m (2.85)
a relation between Cim and C
i−1
m can be established as
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Cim =M
i
m(ϕi)M
i
m(ϕi−1)
−1Ci−1m . (2.86)
The products Mim(ϕi)M
i
m(ϕi−1)
−1 only depend on the wedge angles ∆ϕi and define transitions
matrices Tim(∆ϕi):
Tim(∆ϕi) =M
i
m(ϕi)M
i
m(ϕi−1)
−1 =

cos(m∆ϕi) − sin(m∆ϕi)m"i
m"i sin(m∆ϕi) cos(m∆ϕi)

. (2.87)
Using the recursion formula (2.86) yields
C0m = C
n
m = T
n
m(∆ϕn)T
n−1
m (∆ϕn−1) . . .T1m(∆ϕ1)C0m . (2.88)
A homogeneous system of equations
(Tnm(∆ϕn)T
n−1
m (∆ϕn−1) . . .T1m(∆ϕ1)− I)C0m = 0 (2.89)
is thus obtained. Non-trivial solutions exists only when
det(Tnm(∆ϕn)T
n−1
m (∆ϕn−1) . . .T1m(∆ϕ1)− I) = 0 . (2.90)
For a given set of wedge angles and electric permittivities, a transcendental equation on m is ob-
tained, thus defining admissible values for m. Admissible values of m smaller than 1 correspond
to singular electric fields patterns. In the following, such values are referred to as singularity
index.
Singularity index for the water droplet
The procedure described above is used in this section to characterise the case of a water
droplet in the electroquasistatic approximation, as shown in Fig. 2.6. When considering the
water droplet as a perfect dielectric, the procedure directly applies. However, since even distilled
water exhibits a significant conductivity, conduction must also be considered. In the case of AC
excitation, the effect of conductivity can be taken into account by performing the substitution
"w→ "w = "w + κjω .
Equation (2.90) reduces to the transcendental equation
sin2(mpi) +
("w − "a)("s − "w)
("a + "w)("s + "w)
sin2(m(pi− θ )) + ("s − "a)("a − "w)
("s + "a)("a + "w)
sin2(mθ ) = 0 . (2.91)
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Water: "w Air: "a
Silicone rubber: "s
(ρ,ϕ)
θ
pi− θ
pi
Figure 2.6: Wedge configuration for a dielectric droplet.
A similar equation involving the complex permittivity gives the solutions for the leaky dielectric
case:
sin2(mpi) +
("w +
κ
jω − "a)("s − "w + κjω)
("a + "w +
κ
jω)("s + "w +
κ
jω)
sin2(m(pi− θ )) + ("s − "a)("a − "w −
κ
jω)
("s + "a)("a + "w +
κ
jω)
sin2(mθ ) = 0 .
(2.92)
In the case of the perfect conductor, the equation
sin(mpi) cos(m(pi− θ )) + "s
"a
sin(m(pi− θ )) cos(mpi) = 0 (2.93)
gives admissible indices for the solution of Laplace’s equation.
The typical case of droplet oscillations considered in Chapter 5 employs ω = 2pi · 27Hz;
this choice is therefore natural for the frequency of the excitation. For distilled water, the con-
ductivity is κ = 5.5µSm−1; it can become several orders of magnitude larger when dissolved
impurities are involved. This typically results in nearly instantaneous charge dynamics, com-
pared to the time scale of fluid motion. Numerically obtained solutions of (2.91) and (2.93)
are shown in Fig. 2.7 in function of the contact angle θ . For all contact angle values, one sin-
gular solution, m < 1, is found. Thus, for the three models considered, singular fields can exist
for all contact angle values. In the pure dielectric case, the strongest singularity observed is
m ≈ 0.572, for all substrate permittivities. In the conductive cases, however, the singularity
strength can reach values close to m= 0.5 for all substrate permittivities. Additionally, the finite
conductivity and perfect conductor cases have indistinguishable singularity indices for nearly all
contact angles. The only discrepancy exists in the close vicinity of θ = 0, where the singularity
strength diminishes for finite conductivity, but reaches its lowest value m = 0.5 at θ = 0 for
perfect conductors.
The strength of singularities in conductive cases worsens with decreasing contact angle. The
permittivity of the substrate also increases the strength of singularities for all contact angle
values. The effect is more pronounced for large contact angle values. Thus, an appropriate
choice of substrate properties, permittivity and wettability, can be a factor for the reduction of
the electric field enhancement at contact lines, and therefore of partial discharge inception in
the vicinity of the contact line.
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Figure 2.7: Singularity index m in function of the contact angle for different conductivity mod-
els for water and different insulator permittivities "s. Lower values of m indicate
stronger singularities. The curves for the perfect conductor and leaky dielectric
cases overlap nearly perfectly for θ > 20°.
.
Non-singular solutions
Solutions with m> 1 exist, indicating non-singular electric field configurations. The solutions
m< 5.5 are shown in Fig. 2.8 for "s = 2.9"0 for the three models.
For the pure and leaky dielectric cases, the solutions are organised in branches of solutions,
bounded by successive half-integer values. It can be easily shown, from expression (2.91), that
for all angles of the form θ = pqpi, p,q ∈ N, m = q is an admissible index. Furthermore, each
of these points are intersections of two corresponding branches of solutions. Considering the
conductivity as an increased effective permittivity [115], the structure of solution branches in
the leaky dielectric case is the same as for the pure dielectric case. However, as κω  "w, it
becomes clear that half-integer index values nearly become double solutions at θ = (1− k
n+ 12
)pi,
k ∈ N. This becomes true in the case of infinite permittivity, resulting directly from the form of
(2.91) when "w→∞.
For the perfectly conducting case, no branch crossing is observed. However, admissible values
for the case of perfect conductivity are also near solutions for the leaky dielectric case. The
discrepancy is negligible, except for extremely low contact angle values.
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Figure 2.8: Admissible values for the parameter m in function of the contact angle for different
conductivity models for water. Values m< 1 correspond to singular field configura-
tions.
A mention is made in the literature of the degeneracy of the equations at branching values,
giving rise to logarithmic terms [10, 51, 70]. Using the idea of confluence introduced in [51],
the form of these terms can be retrieved.
Under the assumption that m1 and m2 are two admissible indices, converging towards m0 at
the angle value θ0, the behaviour of the solution for the electric potential can be studied as θ
goes to θ0. The superposition of the two solutions reads
Φ(%,ϕ) = %m1 (A1(m1) cos(m1ϕ) + B1(m1) sin(m1ϕ))
+%m2 (A2(m2) cos(m2ϕ) + B2(m2) sin(m2ϕ)) ,
(2.94)
where the parameters A1, B1, A2 and B2 depend on θ . When these parameters tend towards fi-
nite limits, the superposition trivially tends towards a potential of the expected form for m= m0.
However, A1, B1, A2 and B2 may also diverge in the vicinity of θ0, in a manner such that A1+A2
and B1 + B2 remain bounded. Thus, when
A1(m1) ≈
θ→θ0
A∗1 +
1
2
· C∗
m1 −m0 , (2.95)
B1(m1) ≈
θ→θ0
B∗1 +
1
2
· D∗
m1 −m0 , (2.96)
A2(m2) ≈
θ→θ0
A∗2 +
1
2
· C∗
m2 −m0 , (2.97)
B2(m2) ≈
θ→θ0
B∗2 +
1
2
· D∗
m2 −m0 , (2.98)
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where A∗, B∗, C1, C2, D1 and D2 are finite constants, (2.94) takes the form
Φ(%,ϕ) = A∗1%m1 cos(m1ϕ) + A∗2%m2 cos(m2ϕ) + B∗1%m1 sin(m1ϕ) + B∗2%m2 sin(m2ϕ)
+
C∗
m1 −m2 (%
m1 cos(m1ϕ)−%m2 cos(m2ϕ))
+
D∗
m1 −m2 (%
m1 sin(m1ϕ)−%m2 sin(m2ϕ)) .
(2.99)
Taking the limit yields
Φ(%,ϕ) →
θ→θ0
(A∗1 + A∗2)%m0 cos(m0ϕ) + (B∗1 + B∗2)%m0 sin(m0ϕ)
+ C∗ ∂ (%
m cos(mϕ))
∂m

m=m0
+ D∗ ∂ (%
m sin(mϕ))
∂m

m=m0
.
(2.100)
Hence, the potential at m= m0 takes the form
Φ(%,ϕ) = A0%
m0 cos(m0ϕ) + B0%
m0 sin(m0ϕ) +%
m0(D0ϕ cos(m0ϕ)− C0ϕ sin(m0ϕ))
+%m0 ln%(C0 cos(m0ϕ) + D0 sin(m0ϕ))
(2.101)
The additional terms in (2.101) are in non-separable form and, thus, did not appear in the
derivation above. The corresponding electric field exhibits terms in %m0−1 and %m0−1 ln(%). In
the case m0 = 1, the possibility of a logarithmic singularity for the electric field is thus retrieved.
For larger values of m0, the factor %
m0−1 dominates. The logarithmic term is not indicative of a
logarithmic singularity in those cases.
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3 Numerical Methods
In order to solve the coupled flow problem described in Section 2.1.4, a numerical method must
be chosen. In computational fluid dynamics, two commonly employed methods are the Finite
Element Method (FEM) and the Finite Volume Method (FVM). Both methods discretise the
partial differential equations on a computational mesh.
The main challenge in the simulation of multiphase flow lies in the sharp interface formed
by the boundary between fluids. One of the solutions to represent the interface is to conform
the computational mesh to the interface [119]. The main advantage of this approach is that
the boundary between the two phases is accurately described, and so can be discontinuities of
quantities across the interface. Electrohydrodynamic simulations of water droplet oscillations
subjected to AC fields were performed using this method in [103]. The FEM was used in this
work to solve the electrodynamic problem on a moving mesh of curved elements conforming to
the water-air interface. One large drawback of this method, however, is that large grid deforma-
tions may lead to reduced element quality or even singular grids, requiring remeshing. While
remeshing to handle topology changes is possible in principle [87], doing so is rather computa-
tionally costly. The approach used in [103] is therefore disadvantageous for the simulation of
processes involving large interface deformations and topology changes. This becomes especially
true when considering atomisation processes.
In this work, numerical simulations are performed on static meshes1 on which the interface
is indirectly represented. In order to identify the fluid-fluid interface on such meshes, two main
families of methods are commonly used: interface tracking methods and interface capturing
methods. In interface tracking methods, the interface is explicitly tracked. The Marker and
Cell method [16, 47] uses a set of massless markers in the bulk of one fluid or at the interface,
which are passively advected with the fluids to provide an updated fluid front. In the Front
Tracking method [120], the interface is directly tracked using an additional unstructured grid
moving through the grid used for the solution of the fluid flow equations. Interface capturing
methods are characterised by implicit tracking of the interface, by defining a colour function
in the domain, associated with a transport equation. The advantage of these approaches is
that the interface can be evolved in time without being explicitly reconstructed. In practice,
many implementations perform local reconstruction of the interface in order to calculate derived
quantities, e.g. the interface curvature.
A commonly used interface capturing method is the Level Set method [81]. In this method,
the chosen colour function is the distance to the interface, taking negative values in one of the
1 In the sense that the points defining the mesh are not moved to adapt to the interface.
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fluids, positive values in the other, and therefore defining the interface as its zero isosurface.
The colour function is transported with the fluid mixture at each time step, providing an update
for the shape of the interface. The main advantage of the method is the accuracy of its repre-
sentation of the curvature of the interface. However, the transport of the colour function does
not ensure mass conservation. This may result in loss of mass over the duration of the simula-
tion. The method is therefore not appropriate for simulations over a large number of time steps
without modifications.
Another commonly used method is the Volume of Fluid (VoF) method [48]. In the VoF
method, the colour function is the volume fraction, denoted α, of a chosen fluid, usually the
denser phase. Similarly to the Level Set method, the volume fraction α is evolved in time by
solving a transport equation. As the volume fraction is, by definition, bounded, a donor-acceptor
scheme is used to solve the transport equation, which ensures mass conservation.
In this work, motivated by its mass conservation properties and robustness with respect to
topology changes, the VoF method is used as detailed in Section 3.3.1. The implemented solver
is based on the interFoam solver for multiphase flow of the OpenFOAM library [80].
3.1 Finite Volume Discretisation
3.1.1 Spatial Discretisation
In a first step, the computational domain is decomposed in a set of non-overlapping control
volumes, referred to as cells, bounded by plane faces. For a given cell, the primary variables are
computed at its centroid C, defined by integration over the control volume VP it delimits:
C=
1
VP
∫
VP
rdV . (3.1)
Each face f of the computational domain is shared by at most two cells: faces at the bound-
ary of the computational domain are used by one cell, while internal faces delimit two cells.
Additional properties required for the numerical solution may be defined at the centroid C f of
cell faces defined similarly as for cell centroids:
C f =
∫
S f
rdS . (3.2)
Face area vectors S f are vectors normal to faces with a magnitude equal to their area. The face
area vectors and centroids for a given cell are sketched in Fig. 3.1. By convention, face area
vectors point outwards, towards a neighbouring cell denoted N . Finally, d f denotes the vector
between the centroids P and N.
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In the FVM, primary unknown quantities are located at cell centres. The coupling between
these unknown quantities is realised by the means of fluxes associated to face centres. The
spatial discretisation of the FVM allows for arbitrary unstructured meshes; no restriction is
imposed on the number of faces for each control volume, providing flexibility for the mesh
generation process.
Figure 3.1: Main geometrical properties defined by the spatial discretisation of the computa-
tional domain. Two cells of arbitrary shapes are separated by a face f . Primary
quantities are defined at cell centres P and N; secondary quantities may be defined
at face centres C f .
3.1.2 Discretisation of the PDE
The volume integral of an arbitrary quantity φ over a control volume VP is approximated from
its value at the cell centre as: ∫
VP
φdV ≈ φPVP , (3.3)
where φP denotes the value of φ at the cell centre P. This approximation is exact for quantities
varying linearly in the control volume, and is second-order accurate otherwise. The surface
integral over the boundary ∂ VP of a control volume is similarly approximated from its values φ f
at face centres: ∫
∂ VP
φdS =
∑
f
∫
f
dSφ ≈∑
f
S fφ f . (3.4)
Volume integrals of differential operators in Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) are trans-
formed to surface integrals using Gauss’s theorem. For a scalar quantity φ and for a vectorial
quantity χ , the volume integrals become:∫
VP
∇φdV =
∫
∂ VP
φdS , (3.5)∫
VP
∇ ·χdV =
∫
∂ VP
dS ·χ . (3.6)
For the solution of the problem at hand, the terms that need to be treated using this method
are diffusion, convection, divergence and gradient terms.
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Gradient terms
For a scalar or vector ψ, the gradient is integrated over a control volume VP as∫
VP
∇ψdV =
∫
∂ VP
dSψ≈∑
f
S fψ f . (3.7a)
When the face centred values ψ f of ψ are known, the sum is directly evaluated. Otherwise,
interpolation is used to obtain the ψ f from cell centred values.
The cell centred gradient (∇ψ)P is often used as an intermediate quantity. It can be approxi-
mated as
(∇ψ)P ≈ 1VP
∑
f
S fψ f . (3.8)
The face centred gradient (∇ψ) f can be obtained by interpolation of cell centred gradients.
Diffusion terms
The diffusion term associated to a quantity φ and a diffusion constant Γ is discretised as∫
VP
∇ · (Γ∇φ)dVP =
∫
∂ VP
dS · (Γ∇φ)≈∑
f
Γ f S f · (∇φ) f . (3.9)
The diffusion flux normal to the face f , S f · (∇φ) f , is evaluated from the values φP and φN
of φ at the centre of adjacent faces. For orthogonal meshes, i.e. when S f and d f are colinear,
S f · (∇φ) f is approximated as
S f · (∇φ) f ≈ ||S f ||φN −φP||d f || . (3.10)
For non-orthogonal meshes, S f · (∇φ) f is split as
S f · (∇φ) f =∆ · (∇φ) f + k · (∇φ) f , (3.11)
where the vectors∆ and k satisfy S f =∆+k and∆ ‖ S f . The orthogonal contribution∆·(∇φ) f
is treated implicitly, while k · (∇φ) f defines an explicit non-orthogonal correction. A typical
scheme for the evaluation of S f · (∇φ) f , obtained by imposing ∆⊥ k, is
S f · (∇φ) f ≈ ||S f ||

φN −φP
d f · n f +

n f − d fd f · n f

· (∇φ) f

, (3.12)
where n f =
S f
||S f || is the face normal vector. In (3.12), the face gradient term (∇φ) f is interpo-
lated from the cell centred gradient calculated using (3.8). Other possible decompositions of
S f · (∇φ) f are given in [53].
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Divergence terms
For a vector or tensor χ , the divergence is integrated as∫
VP
∇ ·χdVP =
∫
∂ VP
dS ·χ ≈∑
f
S f ·χ f . (3.13a)
Similarly to gradient terms, interpolation is performed to obtain the χ f if needed, before the
summation.
Convection terms
For a scalar quantityφ and a given vector field χ the convection term∇·(χφ) is approximated
as ∫
VP
∇ · (χφ) =
∫
∂ VP
dS · (χφ)≈∑
f
S f ·χ fφ f . (3.14a)
The field of interest φ f is located at face centres and therefore needs to be evaluated from
cell centred values. A variety of schemes can be used, with different properties.
For a given face f , linear interpolation (CDS) approximates the values at the two neighbour-
ing cells P and N:
φ f = fxφP + (1− fx)φN . (3.15)
where the interpolation factor fx =
¯f N
P¯N =
||C f −CN||
||d f || is the ratio between the distance from the face
to the centre of cell N and the distance between the centres of cells P and N. The CDS is second
order accurate in space but leads to an unbounded scheme (cf. [34] for more details).
Upwind interpolation (UDS) extracts the value of φ in the upwind direction, i.e. in the direc-
tion opposite to the vector χ .
φ f =
(
φP for (CP −CN) ·χ ≥ 0 ,
φN otherwise .
(3.16)
Upwinding guarantees boundedness at the expense of accuracy, as it is clearly only first-order
accurate in space. It furthermore introduces numerical diffusion.
In order to increase the accuracy of the differencing scheme while guaranteeing boundedness,
linear and upwind interpolation can be combined:
φ f = (1− γ)(φ f )UDS + γ(φ f )CDS . (3.17)
The blending factor γ can be set identically for all faces or individualised for each face, thus
modifying the properties of the scheme according to the problem at hand.
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Boundary conditions
At boundaries of the computational domain, values of the form φ f and (∇φ) f need to be
treated specifically. The values φb and (∇φ)b = φb−φP||Cb−CP|| at boundaries are obtained from the
boundary conditions. The general form of the boundary condition is
βφb + (1− β)(∇φ)b = vb , (3.18)
where vb is a prescribed value. The parameter β controls the behaviour of the boundary con-
dition; the values β = 0 and β = 1 represent Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions,
respectively.
Temporal discretisation
The equations are solved for discrete time steps (tn) separated by step sizes ∆tn = tn+1 − tn.
For readability reasons, the values of fields at given time instants are denoted with the time
index as superscript: φn := φ(tn). Furthermore, unless otherwise specified, ∆t denotes the
step size of the time instant of interest, i.e. ∆t :=∆tn.
The time derivative is integrated over a control volume and rewritten in terms of its values at
different time instants.
For an arbitrary spatial operatorA , a transient equation integrates in time as:∫ tn+1
tn

∂
∂ t
∫
VP
ρφdV +
∫
VP
AφdV

dt = 0 (3.19)
The first term is approximated as∫ tn+1
tn

∂
∂ t
∫
VP
ρφdV

dt = (ρφVP)
n+1 − (ρφVP)n . (3.20)
Introducing the discretised formA ∗ ofA , the second term becomes:∫ tn+1
tn
∫
VP
AφdV

dt =
∫ tn+1
tn
A ∗φdt . (3.21)
(3.21) can be evaluated in various manners. First, the spatial terms can be discretised implic-
itly, i.e. using the yet unknown values:∫ tn+1
tn
A ∗φdt =A ∗φn+1∆t . (3.22)
This discretisation is first order accurate in time and unconditionally stable.
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The spatial term can be discretised explicitly, i.e. using previous time step values:∫ tn+1
tn
A ∗φdt =A ∗φn∆t , (3.23)
yielding a first order scheme.
The time discretisation scheme can also be selected using a θ–scheme, by combining implicit
and explicit terms: ∫ tn+1
tn
A ∗φdt =A ∗  θφn+1 + (1− θ )φn∆t . (3.24)
Setting θ = 1/2 yields the Crank-Nicolson scheme [20], which is second order accurate. In this
thesis, time discretisation is performed according to (3.24), with θ = 0.55, for most terms. One
exception is the update of the fluid-fluid interface, for which the first order scheme (3.23) is
employed.
In general, due to constraints originating from the solution schemes, a Courant-Friedrichs-
Lewy (CFL) [19] type condition for each cell i of the computational mesh limits the time step
size, which guarantees stability:
max
i
Ci =max
i
∆t
1
2Vi
∑
f ∈∂ Vi
|ϕ f | ≤ Cmax , (3.25)
where ϕ f = S f · u f denotes the volumetric flux through face f . The Courant number limit Cmax
depends on the solution scheme. For an explicit solver, the typical value is Cmax = 1.
The Courant number depends on the instantaneous volumetric fluxes, so that the largest al-
lowed time step varies during the simulation. In order to reduce computational efforts, adaptive
control of the time step is desirable. When high velocities are involved in the calculations, the
time step must be reduced to conform to the CFL condition. Conversely, when the maximal
velocity is reduced, the time step size can be chosen larger. Consequently, introducing damping
factors λ1,λ2 to avoid large time step variations leading to time step oscillations, the time step
size is chosen as:
∆t =min

min

Cmax
Cn
, 1+λ1
Cmax
Cn
, 1+λ2

∆t,∆tmax

, (3.26)
where Cn is the maximum Courant number observed at time step tn. Typical values for the
damping factors are λ1 = 0.1 and λ2 = 0.2.
Using the discretisation methods defined above, equations that need to be solved on the
computational mesh can be written as a linear system of equation as Aφ = b. Such a system
can be solved using an iterative solver (see e.g. [95] for more details).
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3.2 Solution of the Momentum Equation
The momentum equations (2.50) and (2.51) have two free variables that need to be solved for,
namely the velocity field u and the pressure field p. As only the gradient of the pressure field
appears, in (2.51) for incompressible fluid flow, the pressure field is uniquely defined up to an
additive constant. Thus, the solution is provided in terms of a relative pressure with respect to
some reference pressure.
For the numerical solution of (2.51), the viscous, pressure and gravity force density terms are
first rewritten. The dynamic pressure field pd is introduced in terms of the dynamic pressure pd
as
p = pd +ρg · r , (3.27)
∇p =∇pd +ρg+ (g · r)∇ρ . (3.28)
Furthermore, the contribution of the viscous stress tensor is rewritten using vector identities
and the incompressibility condition (2.50) as
∇ ·  µ  ∇u+∇uT=∇µ · ∇u+∇ · µ∇uT − tr(∇uT)
3
I

, (3.29)
where I denotes the unit tensor.
Introducing the substitutions defined by (3.27) and (3.29) in (2.51) yields
∂ ρu
∂ t
+∇ · (ρu⊗ u) = −∇pd − (g · r)∇ρ +∇µ · ∇u+∇ ·

µ

∇uT − tr(∇uT)
3
I

+ fs + fe .
(3.30)
The convective term ∇ · (ρu⊗ u) is non-linear in u. It is linearised in the discretised form by
considering the term ρu as a known secondary quantity. The term ∇ · µ∇uT − tr(∇uT)3 I is
discretised using already known values for u at time step n.
The momentum equations are solved using the Pressure-Implicit with Splitting of Opera-
tors (PISO) algorithm [52], which solves the equations using a predictor-corrector approach.
Regardless of the chosen time discretisation and spatial discretisation schemes, contributions of
all control volume for (3.30) can be summarised in matrix-vector form as
CUn+1 = rn −∇Pn+1d + S , (3.31)
where Un+1 and Pn+1d are the solution vectors for the velocity and dynamic pressure, C is the
square matrix multiplying the solution vector Un+1, rn is the vector aggregating the explicit
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terms of the discretisation of the momentum equation, and S denotes the source terms cor-
responding to external forces. The matrix C is split into a diagonal matrix A and a matrix of
off-diagonal coefficients H: C= A+H.
In order to solve (3.31) for the two unknowns Un+1 and Pn+1d , an additional condition is
needed. For incompressible flows, this condition is provided by the vanishing divergence of
the velocity. The PISO algorithm provides a divergence free solution for Un+1 by proceeding as
follows.
First, a predicted velocity field U∗ is determined using the known pressure distribution as
CU∗ = r −∇Pnd + S . (3.32)
The divergence-free condition is not enforced for U∗. U∗ is therefore corrected into a
divergence-free velocity field by splitting of operators as
AU∗∗ +HU∗ = r −∇P∗d + S , (3.33)
where U∗∗ is a second corrected velocity and P∗d a corrected pressure to be determined. The
matrix A is diagonal, and can easily be inverted. By rearranging the terms of (3.33), U∗∗ is
expressed as
U∗∗ = A−1
 
r −HU∗ −∇P∗d + S

. (3.34)
Imposing the divergence free condition on (3.34) yields
∇ · U∗∗ = 0=∇ · A−1  r −HU∗ −∇P∗d + S , (3.35)
eliminating the corrected field U∗∗ from the equation. The still unknown first corrected pres-
sure P∗d can therefore be obtained by rearranging the terms and solving the resulting Poisson
equation:
∇ ·  A−1∇P∗d=∇ · A−1 (r −HU∗ + S) . (3.36)
U∗∗ then results from (3.34). The computation of the second corrections for the pressure and
velocity require to solve for the pressure and update the velocity field accordingly:
∇ ·  A−1∇P∗∗d =∇ ·  A−1r −A−1HU∗∗ +A−1S , (3.37)
U∗∗∗ = A−1r −A−1HU∗ −A−1∇P∗∗d +A−1S . (3.38)
Further corrections can be performed, following the same procedure, until convergence is
achieved. In this work, the PISO loop is used with three corrector steps.
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3.3 Interface Capturing Scheme
The discretisation and solution of the momentum equations has been introduced in Section 3.1
for a single phase flow. The treatment of the two phase interface using the VoF method is
presented in the following section. The contribution of the surface tension force density fs in
(2.51) and the treatment of material properties in the different media are detailed.
3.3.1 Volume of Fluid (VoF) Method
The VoF method relies on the advection of a colour function defined by the volume fraction α of
one of the fluids in each cell of the computational domain. In the following, it is assumed that
the two fluids of interest are indexed with 1 and 2, and that α identifies the volume fraction of
fluid 1. By definition, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 in all cells of the computational domain. Furthermore, α = 1
in each cell entirely filled by fluid 1 and α = 0 in each cell filled by fluid 2. The intermediate
values define a diffuse interface between the two fluids and has typically a thickness of a few
cells, see Fig. 3.2.
: interfacial cells (0< α < 1)
Figure 3.2: The volume fraction corresponding to a sharp interface on a computational grid.
The transport equation
∂ α
∂ t
+∇ · (αu) = 0 , (3.39)
with the constraint 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, provides a description of interface motion without need for
explicit interface reconstruction. The solution of (3.39) can be performed with a donor-acceptor
scheme to ensure boundedness of the volume fraction field α. In this work, the Multidimensional
Universal Limiter for Explicit Solutions (MULES) [93] is used here for the solution of (3.39).
One difficulty of the VoF method is that the solution of (3.39) is prone to numerical diffusion.
This is manifested by an increase of the diffuse interface thickness over the course of simulations.
In order to preserve interface sharpness, (3.39) is modified by adding an artificial compressive
velocity term [132], as
∂ α
∂ t
+∇ · (α [u+ uc]) = 0 , (3.40)
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where uc acts only in the vicinity of the interface and in the direction normal to it.
Given a volume fraction distribution, the material properties µ and ρ of the fluids on the
mesh are computed as weighted averages:
µ= αµ1 + (1−α)µ2 , (3.41a)
ρ = αρ1 + (1−α)ρ2 . (3.41b)
The two phase problem is thus reworked into a single phase problem with varying material
properties across the diffuse interface.
3.3.2 Surface Tension Contribution
According to the Young-Laplace equation, the surface tension force density depends on the
surface tension γ, the interface curvature K =

1
R1
+ 1R2

, and the interface normal n. Typically,
the discrete interface normal nα is calculated from the gradient of the volume fraction,
nα = − ∇α||∇α|| . (3.42)
The discrete curvature Kα is derived from its divergence:
1
R1
+
1
R2

≈ Kα =∇ · nα . (3.43)
Finally, using the gradient of the volume fraction as a distribution representing the interface,
the surface tension force density can be written as
fs = γ∇ ·
 ∇α
||∇α||

∇α . (3.44)
This approach is called the Continuum Surface Force (CSF) model [9]. Under this represen-
tation, the surface force density becomes a volume force density acting only in the transition
region formed by the diffuse interface. In the limit of a mesh characteristic size h approaching
0, the CSF model ensures that the surface force density is correctly represented.
One of the limitations of using the interface normal calculated as in (3.42) is the tendency
to produce unphysical spurious currents tangential to the interface [37]. Numerical simula-
tions performed in Chapters 5 and 7 are sensitive to the limitations of this approach. The
isosurface-based model for curvature calculation developed by [3] is therefore adopted for
these simulations. In this curvature model, the α = 0.5 isosurface of the volume fraction is
reconstructed. The normal vectors are then distributed in a stencil surrounding the fluid-fluid
interface. The interface curvature is then calculated from these vectors.
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3.3.3 Contact Angle Model
The calculation of the curvature requires values for both nα and ∇α at boundaries of the com-
putational domain. The contact angle model provides these values, by prescribing values for the
contact angle θ .
The contact angle model is implemented as a condition at boundaries using the volume frac-
tion α. With respect to α, the contact angle model prescribes a value gb for the gradient of α at
boundaries:
nb · (∇α)b = gb . (3.45)
The orientation of ∇α is furthermore corrected to achieve the prescribed contact angle value
with respect to the solid surface. The prescribed contact angle value is achieved when
nb · nα = cos(θ ) (3.46)
at the boundary. Given an uncorrected estimate for the interface normal n∗α, nα can be calculated
as a linear combination of n∗α and nb. Replacing∇α with ||∇α||nα implements the contact angle
model at the boundary.
nbnα
un
Vcl
θ
Figure 3.3: Parameters for the application of the dynamic contact angle model: contact angle
θ , boundary normal nb, interface normal nα, normal interface velocity un, contact
line velocity Vcl.
For dynamic contact lines, the gradient gb at the boundary must be reevaluated when the
fields (e.g. u) prescribing the value of θ are updated. Since the velocity of the contact line is
not that of a fluid particle, the velocity of the fluid close to the contact line cannot be used to
evaluate contact line velocities. Instead, the contact line velocity is evaluated from the normal
interface velocity, as described in [64, 92]. Using purely geometrical arguments, the contact
line velocity is evaluated from the normal velocity of the interface close to the contact line,
Vcl =
nα · un
sin(θ )
=
nα · uP
sin(θ )
=
nα · uPÆ
1− (nb · nα)2
, (3.47)
where uP is the velocity at the centre of cells adjacent to the boundary. When hysteretic effects
are taken into account, an additional step is required to calculate the contact angle. The choice
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of the model for determining the contact angle depends on whether the contact line should
remain static, advancing or receding. If the current contact angle θ n and the predicted contact
line velocity V n+1cl indicate an advancing contact line, i.e. if θ
n > θadv and V
n+1
cl > 0, the dynamic
contact angle model (see (2.4)) applies. Idem for receding contact lines when θ n < θrec and
V n+1cl < 0. In any other case, the contact line is set as static.
Implementation-wise, the contact angle model acts as a mixed boundary condition on the
volume fraction α. At boundary faces where the contact line should remain static, a Dirichlet
Boundary Condition (BC) is set, forcing the value of α to remain the same for the next time
step. At other faces, where the dynamic contact angle model is used, the Neumann BC, (3.45),
is applied.
The application of the contact angle model modifies the volume fraction field at the boundary,
allowing it to change regardless of the imposition of a no-slip boundary condition. The no-slip
boundary condition is therefore implicitly relaxed at the boundary, thus removing the stress
singularity that would otherwise occur at the contact line.
3.4 Electroquasistatic Field Problem
Similarly to the hydrodynamic problem, the solution of the electric field problem requires a de-
scription for the interface between fluids. Conventional discretisation methods for the solution
of the electric field problem rely on a sharp interface description for the boundaries between
the materials involved. These methods exhibit the same limitations regarding moving interfaces
as for multiphase flows. The natural approach is therefore to use the same diffuse interface
representation as for the hydrodynamic problem. Consequently, the VoF method is adapted in
this work for the solution of the Electroquasistatic (EQS) field problem (2.47) and (2.48).
A similar approach was described by [118] in the limiting cases of electrostatics and stationary
currents. The extension to the EQS field problem was considered in [35, 66, 65], mostly for the
study of charge separation and electrokinetic effects.
A common consideration in [35, 66, 65], is the choice of the averaging scheme for the
electrical properties. Using the volume fraction α, an electric material property ξ ∈ {",κ} is
approximated within the diffuse interface either by arithmetic or harmonic averaging, as
ξa = αξ1 + (1−α)ξ2 , (3.48)
1
ξh
=
α
ξ1
+
1−α
ξ2
. (3.49)
In [91], the numerical accuracy of these approximations was investigated. Arithmetic averaging
is shown to be the more accurate choice for electric fields tangential to the interface. Conversely,
harmonic averaging is more accurate for electric fields normal to the interface. Regardless of
the chosen scheme, the spatial discretisation remains first order, as expected due to the inherent
limitations of the diffuse interface representation.
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Another factor in the choice of the averaging scheme is the ratio between material properties.
For large ratios, the choice of harmonic interpolation has been shown to be more accurate, see
e.g. [134]. Due to the large ratio of conductivity between different involved fluids, the harmonic
interpolation scheme is chosen here. It was moreover found to produce less charge diffusion at
the interface. The harmonic interpolation scheme is therefore chosen for the electrical conduc-
tivity, κ, and permittivity, ".
The electroquasistatic problem composed of (2.47) and (2.48) is discretised in time as:
∇ ·  "n+1∇Φn+1= −ρn+1e , (3.50)
ρn+1e −ρne
∆t
+∇ ·

ρ
n+ 12
e u
n+ 12

=∇κn+ 12∇Φn+ 12 . (3.51)
The spatial discretisation of (3.50) and (3.51) is performed using the FVM as described in Sec-
tion 3.1.2. The values indexed at time n+1/2 are approximated using the θ scheme (3.25).
As the charge density ρn+1e is initially unknown, fixed-point iterations are used to ensure the
consistency of the solution of (3.50) and (3.51). In practice, three fixed-point iterations were
found sufficient to reduce initial residuals of the iterative solvers below the target threshold.
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4 Coupled Electrohydrodynamic Solver
4.1 Adaptive Mesh Refinement and Load Balancing
4.1.1 Adaptive Mesh Refinement
The accuracy of a numerical simulation can be controlled by varying the mesh density. Uni-
formly refining a computational mesh increases accuracy, at the expense of largely increased
computational costs. One way to alleviate issues of computational costs is to apply mesh re-
finement only in regions where additional resolution is required. In the case of multiphase
electrohydrodynamic flows, the interface is typically the location where fine mesh resolution is
needed. This results from the high gradients at the interface, limiting numerical convergence
to the first order. Furthermore, the minimal radius of droplets and liquid threads that can be
resolved by the method are limited by the cell characteristic size at the interface. Unsufficiently
refined meshes result in artificially large droplets and liquid threads.
In electrospray simulations in particular, the size of generated droplets is in the micrometer
range, much smaller than the size of the computational domain. In order to ensure that suffi-
cient numerical resolution is obtained, the mesh must be refined at the interface as it moves.
This can result in a large required number of degrees of freedom if performed statically. Dy-
namical refinement of the mesh at the interface can allow to reduce drastically the number of
degrees of freedom required to resolve the interface, at the cost of additional mesh refinement
operations.
In OpenFOAM, adaptive mesh refinement is available for hexahedral meshes, using an octree
structure. At given timesteps, hexahedral cells needing refinement are, possibly recursively,
split equally in all three directions, into eight child cells each. An octree representing successive
refinement steps is associated to each cell in the base (coarse) mesh. The depth of each cell in
its octree is called its level of refinement. Cells in the base mesh are also referred as level 0
cells. Child cells where no additional accuracy is needed can be coarsened by reconstructing the
parent cell from the tree structure.
Quadtree refinement
OpenFOAM is a dimension agnostic library, i.e. the same code is reused for computations in
one-dimensional (1D), two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D). In order to perform
two-dimensional computations, rather than reducing control volumes to control surfaces, the
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computational mesh is defined with a thickness of a single cell in the invariant direction. Special
boundary conditions indicate that the direction is invariant, and can therefore be ignored when
assembling linear systems of equations to be solved. The same procedure is used to define
axisymmetric geometries, by utilising a wedge geometry with a small opening angle and special
cyclic boundary conditions in the direction of invariance.
These types of meshes can be specified as hexahedral, so that the octree refinement code
available in the official release of OpenFOAM can be applied. However, doing so breaks the sin-
gle cell thickness constraint and typically introduces spurious modes in the invariant direction.
To a lesser extent, the number of degrees of freedom is also artificially increased by the proce-
dure. In order to avoid these issues, a quadtree approach, splitting cells in only two of the three
directions, needs to be utilised. In this work, such a method was developed and further applied
in the simulations, based on the code of [1]. This code was extended to include dynamic load
balancing capabilities as well as other features, as described in [89].
4.1.2 Load Balancing
Parallel processing
Parallelisation of numerical computations is a typical mean to reduce simulation times. In
OpenFOAM, parallel processing is performed using the Message Passing Interface (MPI) to
communicate between different processors. Data allocated to each processor is determined
by domain decomposition. There, the computational mesh is split into non-overlapping sub-
domains, each associated to one processor. Communication between the different domains is
performed using a zero-halo-layer approach. In this approach, neighbouring subdomains only
share boundary faces; data exchange between processors is handled, transparently to the user,
by the means of appropriate boundary conditions. It should be noted that the computation
domain can be described without need for a global reference domain. Data is only exchanged
when needed by the MPI workers.
Dynamical load balancing
The domain decomposition of the computational domain is, in principle, initially set to
equalise the load (number of mesh cells) on the different processors. Since the subdomains
are defined spatially, adaptive mesh refinement can increase the load on only some of the
subdomains. For computations where the refined region travels through the domain, a large
load unbalance may arise. In that case, parallel efficiency is lost and the computation time is
increased.
A solution to avoid such a loss of efficiency is to force a redistribution of the subdomains when
the load unbalance grows above a user defined threshold. This operation can be performed dur-
ing the parallel execution of the solver. [126] is an example of implementation of the method,
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on which the procedure used in this work is based [89]. Using this method, parallel efficiency
can be preserved by rebalancing the subdomains occasionally. The rebalancing procedure is
illustrated in Fig. 4.1. While costly, these operations need to be performed only rarely, so that
their total cost over the whole computation process is small. In order to maintain the capability
to coarsen of the mesh, which relies on the refinement tree structure, each of its branches must
lie in a single subdomain. This is achieved by forcing all child cells originating from the same
level 0 cell to remain in the same subdomain.
Figure 4.1: Load balancing mesh redistribution after refinement. After refinement, the loads
associated to each of the processors differ. The imbalance is reduced by moving
cells between subdomains. Picture courtesy of Dr.-Ing. D. Rettenmaier.
4.2 Two Mesh Procedure
The simulation of multiphase flow requires, in general, a description of the fluid motion only
outside of solid parts. Solid parts are therefore usually excluded from the computational do-
main, acting on the fluids only from their physical boundaries. Similarly, the simulation of
electroquasistatic fields requires a description of the electric potential only outside of perfect
electrical conductors which typically represent electrodes in the problem. When the only ele-
ments in the computational domain are the fluids and metallic parts, a single grid can be used for
the solution of the Electrohydrodynamic (EHD) problem. However, in presence of non-metallic
solids, e.g. electrodes with dielectric coating, flow properties are undefined in these solids. The
computational procedure must be modified accordingly.
One approach is to identify degrees of freedom associated with solid parts. Those can be sim-
ply ignored when assembling the system of linear equations; boundary conditions can be added
to appropriately marked faces of the computational domain. The drawback of this approach is
that the data structure of the degrees of freedom can no longer be associated with the mesh
structure. Another approach is to introduce a second computational mesh as a subset of the
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first, excluding solid parts. In this approach, the hydrodynamic problem is solved on the subset
mesh, while the electroquasistatic problem is solved on the larger mesh. Index maps are used to
transfer the field solutions from one mesh to the other. Since the fluid problem mesh is a subset
of the electric field problem mesh, no field interpolation is required.
The second approach, used in this work, requires duplication of the geometry of part of the
problem and of the associated fields. For parallel computations, the two different meshes can be
decomposed independently. Thus, when the region of interest for fluid flow is small, the domain
decomposition remains balanced on the subdomain, at the expense of additional communication
to transfer quantities coupling the hydrodynamic and electroquasistatic problems.
Computational domain
α,u, p
Φ,%e
",κ,u fe
Subdomain
Main domain
Figure 4.2: Two domain decomposition for the inclusion of solid bodies in computations. Two
overlapping subdomains are used for the electroquasistatic and the hydrodynamic
problem, respectively. Primary quantities (red) are calculated only on the corre-
sponding subdomain. Secondary quantities (blue) are mapped consistently between
the two domains to provide the coupling terms.
4.3 Coupling Procedure
The hydrodynamic solver and the EQS solver need to be coupled in order to obtain the fully
coupled multiphase EHD solver. Due to the strong coupling between the electric fields and
the fluid motion, the two problems need to be updated conjointly. In this work, this update
is performed in a segregated manner, since the PISO algorithm solves the pressure-velocity
coupled that way. First, the fluid-fluid interface is updated, according to the transport equation
(3.40), and the surface tension force density is updated. In a second step, the fluid velocity and
pressure distributions are calculated. Finally, the electric potential and free charge distributions
are computed.
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The hydrodynamic and electroquasistatic problems exhibit a strong mutual coupling that is
due to the convection of free charges, and the electric force acting on fluid. The update of the
velocity field must therefore be performed using the electric force value at the previous time
step. This yields a prediction for the velocity field, used to calculate the free charge density. An
additional outer loop can be used to provide a correction to the electric force distribution. In
practice, this fixed point iteration procedure converges within a few iterations. This is primarily
due to the small time steps typically used for the integration of convection dominated problems.
An overview of the computations performed during a time step is shown in Fig. 4.3.
4.4 Moving Layer Problem
In order to validate the numerical approach and in particular the charge transport procedure,
a simple one-dimensional problem is considered. A planar liquid layer of thickness Ll is trans-
ported passively with a constant velocity u in a surrounding gaseous environment. The two
fluids are characterised by their permittivities, "l and "g, and conductivities, κl and κg, re-
spectively. At time t = 0, an electric voltage U is applied between the two boundaries of the
computational domain. The problem is schematically represented in Fig. 4.4. It can be related
to a Maxwell-Wagner polarisation problem [127].
Since the velocity of the moving fluids is well below the speed of light, a transformation of
reference frame alters the current density while preserving the electric field and charge density.
Thus, the problem reduces to that of a plate capacitor with multiple conductive layers. The
electric field in each of the layers is uniform. Furthermore, surface charge densities σ± are
induced at the interfaces of the liquid layers. Due to charge conservation, σ− = −σ+, so that
the electric field Eg in both gas layers is the same. The induced free charge on either front moves
increases until a steady state is reached.
The analytical solutions for the transient electric field and surface charge densities are given
by
El =
U
L
κg
κ∗

1− e− tτ+ "g
"∗
e− tτ

, (4.1)
Eg =
U
L

κl
κ∗

1− e− tτ+ "l
"∗
e− tτ

, (4.2)
σ± = ±UL
"gκl − "lκg
κ∗

1− e− tτ , (4.3)
where El and Eg are the electric field strengths in the liquid and gas layers, respectively, σ± are
the two interface charge densities, L = Ll + Lg is the total length of the computational domain,
"∗ = (Lg"l+ Ll"g)/L and κ∗ = (Lgκl+ Llκg)/L are averaged material properties and τ= "∗/κ∗ is
an effective charge relaxation time.
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Figure 4.5 shows the results of numerical simulation compared to the analytical solution. The
parameters of the problem are chosen as: u = 1ms−1, "l = 4"0, "g = "0, κl = 1.5× 10−8 Sm−1,
κg = 1× 10−12 Sm−1, L = 8Lg = 4cm; the mesh parameter is ∆x = 0.5mm = Lg/10. As seen
in the figure, a good agreement between the numerical and analytical results is obtained, even
considering the relatively low resolution. It should be noted that the electric field discrepancy
is limited to the transition region delimited by the diffuse interface. Inside either fluid, the
computed electric field agrees nearly perfectly with the analytical solution, as does the total
interface charge.
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Mesh update
Interface update
Momentum calculation
EQS fields calculation
Calculate refinement field
Refine cells selected for refinement
Unrefine cells selected for unrefinement
Redistribute mesh if unbalanced
Update the volume fraction
∂ α
∂ t +∇ · (αu) = 0
Apply contact angle BCs
Calculate curvature
α
loop
Predict momentum
CU∗ = r −∇Pnd + S
Correct pressure
∇ ·  A−1∇P∗d=∇ ·  A−1r −A−1HU∗ +A−1S
Correct momentum
U∗∗ = A−1
 
r −HU∗ −∇P∗d + S

PISO
loop
Calculate potential distribution
∇ · ("∇Φ) = −%e
Calculate charge density
∇ · ∂ %e∂ t +∇ · (%eu) =∇ · (κ∇Φ)
Update force density
E= −∇Φ
fe =∇ ·

"
 
E⊗ E− 12E2I

Fixed-point
iterations
O
uter
iterations
synchronize fe
synchronize u, ", κ
Figure 4.3: Flow chart of the time stepping scheme including the coupling of fluid dynamics
and electric field problems.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic representation of the moving layer problem (adapted from [83]).
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Figure 4.5: Comparison between analytical and numerical results for the moving liquid layer
(adapted from [83]). (a) Electric field distribution at three different time instants
after the external voltage is switched on. (b) Magnitude of the total charge at either
fluid interface as a function of time.
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5 Droplet Oscillations on High Voltage
Insulators
5.1 Problem Description
On the surface of insulators in high-voltage surge arresters, rain droplets are subjected to strong
AC electric fields. The electric forces induced on the liquids drive oscillations of the droplets.
Due to the conductivity inherent to water, droplets are essentially equipotential. The curva-
ture of their interface and the sharp corner at their contact line result in increased electric field
strength in their vicinity. As a result of the enhanced electric fields, partial discharges occur
at the surface of the insulators. These events gradually damage the surface of insulators and
therefore reduce their efficiency [46], as shown in Fig. 5.1. In addition to the locally increased
electric field strength around single droplets, the presence of multiple droplets can also produce
discharges between neighbouring droplets [58, 77]. Examples of such discharges are shown
in Fig. 5.2. This effect is strongly affected by the mechanical resonance of droplets oscilla-
tions [98]. Electric field asymmetries arising from the interactions between multiple droplets
may also lead to droplet merging events [55].
(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: Rain droplets on insulators. (a) Undamaged insulator. (b) Insulator damaged by
partial discharges. Due to hydrophobicity loss, larger droplets are observed. Pic-
tures courtesy of Prof. Dr.-Ing. V. Hinrichsen, Technische Universität Darmstadt.
Identifying the parameters causing partial discharge is of interest for understanding prema-
ture ageing of hydrophobic insulators. Both experimental and numerical studies of the problem
have been performed. In [30, 31, 77, 84], Partial Discharge (PD) inception from sessile droplets
has been studied experimentally. The presence of multiple droplets, their size, the inclination
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.2: Location of partial discharges around (a) one sessile droplet and (b, c) two sessile
droplets subjected to AC electric fields. Pictures courtesy of Dr.-Ing. M. Nazemi.
In (b) partial discharges are observed mostly between the two droplets. At higher
voltage in (c), partial discharges are observed on both sides of each droplet.
of the substrate and the applied frequency were shown to be parameters affecting the PD in-
ception voltage. As the droplet oscillations were shown to be essentially modal, some simplified
analytical models of the problem have also been derived, e.g. in [36]. Numerical simulations
of the electric field distribution around static droplets on insulators have also been performed
in [30, 44, 72, 141]. However, only static droplets were considered in these works, under
the electrostatic assumption. Furthermore, their analysis considered the enhancement factor
of the electric field with respect to the background field as an indicator for the partial dis-
charge risks. Since the electric field is singular at the contact line of water droplets, as shown
in Section 2.2.3, this enhancement factor is ill-defined. The dynamics of oscillating droplets
were considered in [103] using a fully coupled electrohydrodynamic solver, and validated with
experiments.
In this chapter, the EHD solver is used to simulate oscillations of droplets on insulators sub-
jected to AC voltage. In the first part, the modes of oscillations of single droplets are considered,
both in the presence and absence of net droplet charge. The effects of field asymmetries arising
from charged droplets on the modes of sessile droplets are then discussed. In the second part,
the PD inception voltage around static droplets is calculated using numerical simulations and
compared to experimental results.
Unless specified otherwise, the experimental data in this chapter is provided by Jens-Michael
Löwe (High Voltage Lab, TU Darmstadt).
5.1.1 Simulated Setup
In order to observe the dynamics of oscillating droplets, a simplified setup is used. Two elec-
trodes are embedded in the substrate of interest, as shown in Fig. 5.3. This prevents the ap-
parition of partial discharges from the electrodes themselves. This configuration provides a
nearly uniform horizontal electric field in the test region where droplets are placed, as shown
in Fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.3: Electrode configuration generating the horizontal electric field driving droplet oscil-
lations. The two cylindrical electrodes are embedded in silicone rubber (SiR). Test
droplets are placed on top of the SiR surface between the electrodes. Dimensions
are indicated in mm.
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Figure 5.4: Electric potential distribution in the insulator (top) and electric field at the surface
of the insulator (bottom) for an applied voltage of 7 kV. The presence of the droplet
produces a sharp increase of the electric field in its vicinity.
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On the Silicone Rubber (SiR) surface considered in this chapter, water droplets exhibit equilib-
rium contact angles around 100°, with a hysteresis range of ≈60°–140°. This range of hysteresis
was estimated using image processing techniques to reconstruct the droplet shape from exper-
imental high speed images. The minimum and maximum contact angles before contact line
motion is observed are identified as the limiting receding and advancing contact angles, re-
spectively. Both changing dynamic contact angle values, described in Section 2.1.1, and image
processing inaccuracies may introduce a significant uncertainty on the range of hysteresis. In
this section, oscillations of 20 µL droplets are considered for an applied voltage of 7 kV peak at
27Hz. These choices generate a significant motion of the droplet, while ensuring that no partial
discharge occurs, according to the experimental results from [77]. The chosen frequency drives
droplet oscillations in the first symmetric and asymmetric modes. Unless specified otherwise,
these parameters are used in the simulations presented in the following.
5.1.2 Initialisation Procedure
The initial droplet shape is calculated by integration of the Young-Laplace equation, (2.1), using
the method described in Section 2.2.1. Using this droplet shape, the volume fraction field α is
initialised in each cell of the computational domain by calculating the volume fraction of water
in each cell numerically. This results in a diffuse interface with a thickness of a single cell. The
application of the AC voltage is delayed by 0.1ms in order to let the diffuse interface relax to its
equilibrium thickness.
In order to consider the dynamics of droplets carrying a net charge, an additional step in the
initialisation procedure produces the initial conditions as follows. First, the initial volume frac-
tion is calculated for each cell of the computational domain. Then, each cell receives an amount
of charge proportional to its volume fraction, calculated so that the total charge corresponds to
the target net charge. Finally, the net charge distribution is corrected iteratively, by solving only
the electroquasistatic equation, assuming no fluid motion. The steady solution, obtained after
five charge relaxation times, provides the initial charge distribution for the fully coupled elec-
trohydrodynamic problem. Note that, for moderate charge amounts, equilibrium droplet shapes
are not significantly affected by the presence of net charge. Hence, the uncorrected equilibrium
droplet shape is taken as initial condition.
5.1.3 Numerical Setup
In order to consider all oscillation modes of the droplets, the simulations are performed in 3D.
The initial mesh is generated using the snappyHexMesh utility, to conform to the geometry of the
problem. This produces a hexahedral mesh, except at the boundaries of the electrodes, where
hexahedral cells are replaced by polyhedra conforming to the interface. As dielectric materials
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need to be considered in the electroquasistatic field problem, the two mesh procedure described
in Section 4.2 is used. The domain where fluid flows are considered is statically refined to have
a cell size of 0.1mm. Further refinement was found not to change significantly the modes of
oscillations of the droplets. The dimensions of the domain are 8×8×3.5mm. This was found to
provide sufficient space to prevent boundaries from disturbing the oscillations of the droplets.
For reference, the typical droplet radius for 20 µL droplets is 2.1mm.
5.2 Driving Forces
5.2.1 Frequencies of Electric Forces
Symmetric oscillations have been observed experimentally at a frequency twice that of the
applied voltage, while asymmetric oscillations occur at the frequency of the applied volt-
age [36, 67]. This can be explained by recalling that the total force density exerted by the
electric field described by (2.30) contains two terms, fc and fp,
fc = %eE , (5.1)
fp =
1
2
(" − "0)∇(E · E) . (5.2)
where fc is the Coulomb force density on the free charge and fp the polarisation force density.
The magnitude of the respective forces are, in first approximation
Fc,net∝QE , (5.3)
Fc,induced∝ E2 , (5.4)
Fp∝ E2 , (5.5)
where Q denotes the total charge of the droplet. Here, the Lorentz force is separated in two
components. Fc,net corresponds to the effect of the applied electric field on the net charge
carried by the droplet. Fc,induced arises for conductive liquids, where the charge is redistributed
at the interface by the external field. The charge density at the interface is proportional to the
magnitude of the electric field, so that the corresponding Lorentz force is proportional to its
square.
For a forcing voltage U = U0 sin (ωt), (5.3) to (5.5) become
Fc,net∝QE0 sin (ωt) , (5.6)
Fc,induced∝ (E0 sin (ωt))2 = E0 (1− cos (2ωt)) , (5.7)
Fp∝ (E0 sin (ωt))2 = E0 (1− cos (2ωt)) . (5.8)
Here, E0 denotes the applied electric field. As seen in (5.6) to (5.8), the three force contribu-
tions give rise to forced droplet oscillations at two different angular frequencies, ω and 2ω,
respectively.
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5.2.2 Electric Force Distribution around Droplets
The conductivity of deionized water is 5.5 µSm−1. This leads to a charge relaxation time in water
of ≈ 0.1ms, well below the duration of a period of oscillation of the droplet at frequencies
of interest, i.e. f ≤ 50Hz. Thus, the charge redistribution at the surface of the droplet is
essentially instantaneous compared to the time scale of fluid motion. For rain droplets, the
charge relaxation time is several orders of magnitude smaller, so that the effect is even more
pronounced in actual outdoor conditions.
Under these conditions, the electric field in the bulk of the liquid is essentially zero. The
electric forces therefore act on water droplets only at the interface. For reference, the surface
force distribution acting on a droplet close to its equilibrium shape is shown in Fig. 5.5. The
distribution shown here is interpolated on the 0.5 isosurface of the volume fraction. Due to
the diffuse nature of the VoF interface, the force density acts in the volume corresponding to
the diffuse interface. Nevertheless, this representation approximates the relative magnitude of
the forces along the interface well. Due to the antisymmetry of the problem, the force density
vanishes along a plane parallel to the electrodes. The force density is largest in the vicinity of
the contact line, as expected due to the electric field singularity at the contact line.
(a) Side view
(b) Top view
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Figure 5.5: Electric force distribution acting at the surface of an uncharged droplet. The force
distribution is shown using a logarithmic scale for clarity.
Asymmetric force distributions
In the case of single uncharged droplets, the force distribution is clearly symmetrical. How-
ever, multiple parameters may lead to asymmetric force distributions. The presence of net
charge in droplets is one of them, see Fig. 5.6a. Interactions between multiple droplets can also
produce asymmetric force distributions on symmetric droplets, as shown in Fig. 5.6b. Other
sources, not considered here, may introduce asymmetries in droplet motion, such as the initial
contact line shape, or the tilt of the insulator plate.
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Figure 5.6: Asymmetric force distributions acting at the surface of droplets. The force distribu-
tions are shown using a logarithmic scale for clarity.
5.3 Validation
5.3.1 Oscillations of a Single Droplet
As the voltage is applied, the oscillations of the droplet quickly grow in amplitude. The oscil-
lations approach a steady state after only a few periods of the applied voltage. The simulated
dynamics of a single droplet oscillating nearly periodically are shown in Fig. 5.7. The visual
comparison show that the simulated dynamics are in good agreement with the experimental
dynamics.
The electric forces deform the droplet in the direction of the electrodes, flattening the droplet
(see the t + 9ms picture in Fig. 5.7). As the electric magnitude decreases with the applied
AC voltage, the surface tension tends to restore the droplet toward its equilibrium shape. The
equilibrium shape is overshot, thus producing the vertical elongation observed at t and t+18ms.
Here, the nearly identical shapes at those time instants highlight the periodicity of the droplet
motion over a half-period of the voltage. This indicates that the droplet oscillates at twice the
frequency of the applied voltage, as expected in the absence of net charge in the droplet. The
oscillation dynamics of single droplets are analysed in more detail in Section 5.4.1.
5.3.2 Electric Field Induced Merging of Droplets
In the presence of multiple droplets, the application of an external electric field may lead to
merging events of droplets in close proximity. The effect may promote the creation of long
conducting paths on the surface of the insulator, in addition to modifying the size distribution
of sessile droplets. In this section, simulation results of the electrically induced merging of two
droplets are presented and compared to experimental results.
Two identical droplets are generated at a distance from each other in the absence of electrical
fields. At the instant t = 0, an external AC field forces the two droplets to merge. A comparison
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Figure 5.7: Oscillations of a single 20 µl droplet subjected to a 7 kV peak voltage at 27Hz.
One half-period of the voltage is represented. Top: simulation results; Bottom:
experimental results.
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between the experimental and numerical results is shown in Fig. 5.8. By visual inspection, the
results are in good agreement for the shown time range.
In the presence of multiple droplets aligned with the electric field, the electric forces tend to
elongate the droplets towards each other. Additionally, as shown in Fig. 5.6b, the presence of
multiple droplets redistributes the electric force at the surfaces of the droplets. The larger force
density at the interface between the two droplets further promotes a merging of the droplets.
When the voltage is switched on, this leads to sudden motion of the contact line and droplet
surfaces in the region between the droplets. A liquid bridge is formed between the two droplets,
producing two capillary waves travelling along the surface of the droplet. Further oscillations
are driven by the external field. The motion of the contact line during the merging event is
mostly occurring in the direction of the electrodes. Little motion is observed in the transverse
direction. The final shape of the contact line is therefore strongly elongated. This shows the
impact of contact line hysteresis in droplet merging events. This enhances the formation of
liquid bridges along the surface of insulators.
5.4 Dynamics of the Contact Line
5.4.1 Oscillation Modes of Charged and Uncharged Droplets
In a first step, the oscillations of an uncharged droplet are considered. The oscillations are
characterised using the location of its mass centre, calculated from the simulated data. The
oscillations of the droplet mass centre in the three different directions (vertical, parallel to the
electrodes and in the direction of the electrodes) are shown in Fig. 5.9a. The frequencies of the
oscillation modes, calculated by Fourier transform of the deviations of the mass centre coordi-
nates, are shown Fig. 5.9b. As expected for the uncharged droplet, the vertical oscillations of
the mass centre occur at double the frequency of the applied voltage, although as a double peak.
Horizontal oscillations of small amplitude are observed as well. These asymmetric oscillations
occur around the same frequency as the applied voltage. This is consistent with the findings
in [13, 14], where azimuthally degenerate modes are found to oscillate with half the frequency
of the forcing motion. Thus, the asymmetric mode at the same frequency as the applied voltage
can be excited even in the absence of free charge.
The simulation is repeated for a droplet charged with 100 pC. This amount of charge is
significant, compared to the charge displacement induced by the external field. It is furthermore
consistent with the amount of charge that can be acquired by droplets on contaminated insulator
surfaces [68]. The results are shown in Fig. 5.10. Compared to the case of the uncharged
droplet, the frequencies of oscillations are essentially unchanged. However, the asymmetric
mode oscillates with a much larger amplitude, as highlighted by Fig. 5.11.
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Figure 5.8: Dynamics of electrically induced merging of two 20 µl droplets subjected to an 18 kV
peak voltage at 27Hz. Top: simulation results; Bottom: experimental results.
5.4.2 Dynamics of the Contact Line
In this section, the behaviour of the contact line is analysed for the previously considered cases.
The behaviour of the contact angle in the different directions for the uncharged droplet is shown
in Fig. 5.12. The symmetry is highlighted by the oscillation profiles of the contact angle being
nearly identical on opposing sides of the droplet. A slight discrepancy is visible on the oscillation
frequencies, in the directions orthogonal and parallel to the electric field. While in both cases,
a double peak around twice the frequency of the applied voltage is observed, in the orthogonal
direction, the peak corresponding to twice the frequency of the applied voltage nearly vanishes.
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Figure 5.9: Oscillations of a 20 µL uncharged droplet subjected to a 27Hz voltage. (a) Oscil-
lations of the mass centre. (b) Oscillation frequencies of the mass centre. Red:
vertical oscillations; blue: oscillations in the direction of the electrodes; yellow:
oscillations parallel to the electrodes (see inset pictures).
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Figure 5.10: Oscillations of a 20 µL droplet charged with 100 pC, subjected to a 27Hz voltage.
(a) Oscillations of the mass centre. (b) Oscillation frequencies of the mass cen-
tre. Red: vertical oscillations; blue: oscillations in the direction of the electrodes;
yellow: oscillations parallel to the electrodes (see inset pictures).
This is consistent with the modal motion of the droplet, since the force applied in this direction
vanishes due to the antisymmetry of the electric field distribution.
In the case of the charged droplet, the behaviour of the contact line orthogonally to the
applied electric field is unchanged. In the direction of the electric field, however, the contact
angles have essentially opposite phases and a much larger range of oscillation. Thus, the limiting
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Figure 5.11: Shapes of an oscillating 20 µL droplet charged with 100 pC subjected to a 27Hz
voltage. The extreme shapes of the droplets over a half period are shown.
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Figure 5.12: Contact line dynamics of a 20 µL uncharged droplet subjected to a 27Hz voltage.
(a) Instantaneous values of the contact angle orthogonally and parallel to the
applied electric field. (b) Frequencies of the contact angle oscillations. The inset
pictures show the directions of interest in each figure.
contact angles allowing for contact line motion are reached, thus allowing for stretching of the
contact line in the direction of the electrodes. This, in turn, influences the modes of oscillation of
the droplet. Multiple modes at slightly different frequencies appear, due to the elongation of the
droplet [116]. Such a modification of the modes can be seen in the later dynamics (t > 800ms)
of the contact angle.
Range of contact angles at peak voltage
During the oscillations of droplets on the substrate, the contact line undergoes complex dy-
namics. In particular, due to contact angle hysteresis, moving contact lines of oscillating droplets
exhibit a stick-slip motion [28]. Furthermore, as seen in Section 2.2.3, the strength of the elec-
tric field singularity at the contact line is modulated by the contact angle. The extreme values
taken by the contact angles during the oscillations are therefore of interest to evaluate the risks
of partial discharge occurring in the vicinity of the contact line.
The instantaneous contact angle values taken by a sessile droplet in function of the instanta-
neously applied voltage are shown in Fig. 5.14. The contact angle in the direction of the electric
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Figure 5.13: Contact line dynamics of a 20 µL droplet charged with 100 pC subjected to a 27Hz
voltage. (a) Instantaneous values of the contact angle orthogonally and parallel
to the background electric field. (b) Frequencies of the contact angle oscillations.
The inset pictures show the directions of interest in each figure.
field, where the electric field is strongest, is shown. Clearly, the contact angle values tend to be
larger at the peak of the electric field (when |U/U0| → 1). The contact angle value correspond-
ing to the worst-case singularity is attained when the voltage is close to 0. Nevertheless, the
contact angle remains consistently significantly larger than the limiting receding angle, so that
no recession of the contact line is observed.
In the presence of net charge, however, this observation cannot be made, as asymmetric
oscillations introduce lower contact angle values at electric field peaks, as shown in Fig. 5.15.
A droplet initially charged with 100 pC is allowed to oscillate in the same conditions as before.
The behaviour of the contact angle is significantly different. The contact angle values at the
electric field peak now span the whole range of contact line hysteresis. Some motion of the
contact line is also observed, as indicated by the presence of contact angle values beyond the
limiting static contact angle values.
Since the presence of a large net charge in the droplet is expected to cause oscillations mainly
in the axisymmetric mode [67], the simulation is repeated with a net charge of 2 pC. The
results are shown in Fig. 5.16. This amount of charge is insufficient to cause oscillation only in
the asymmetric mode. Yet, over a number of oscillation periods, the amplitude of the asymmetric
oscillations rises until a contact line behaviour similar to that of a droplet charged with 100 pC is
observed (see Fig. 5.15). Consequently, due to surface charging appearing in the usual operating
conditions [68], the contact angle values of rain droplets could span the whole range of contact
line hysteresis. The worst case, i.e. contact angles slightly lower than the limiting receding
angle, should thus be considered when estimating PD inception voltages.
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Figure 5.14: Range of contact angles observed in the direction of the electric field as a function
of the instantaneous voltage, for a 20 µL uncharged droplet subjected to a 27Hz
voltage. The shaded area denotes the range of contact angle values. The light grey
lines represent the instantaneous contact angles.
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Figure 5.15: Range of contact angles observed in the direction of the electric field as func-
tion of the instantaneous voltage, for a droplet charged with 100 pC. The shaded
area denotes the range of contact angle values. The light grey lines represent the
instantaneous contact angles.
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Figure 5.16: Range of contact angles observed in the direction of the electric field as a func-
tion of the instantaneous voltage, for a droplet charged with 2 pC. The shaded
area denotes the range of contact angle values. The light grey lines represent the
instantaneous contact angles.
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5.5 Estimation of Partial Discharge Inception Voltage on Insulators
5.5.1 Basics of Corona Breakdown
Partial discharges occur when the electric field magnitude is locally sufficient to produce an
electron plasma. The main phenomenon contributing to increasing the free electron density is
the ionisation of gas molecules. The ionisation of gas molecules occurs when a free electron
colliding with a molecule transfers a sufficiently large energy to unbind one electron, thus ionis-
ing the molecule. The presence of electric fields increases the probability of ionising collisions,
by transferring energy to the free electrons. The generation of electrons by ionisation can be
described, in the absence of other effects affecting the electron density, as [124]
∂ n
∂ t
= αn , (5.9)
where n is the free electron density and α is a coefficient representing the rate of ionising
collisions. The parameter α depends on the nature and pressure of the gas as well as the
magnitude of the electric field.
At low free electron densities, two main effects counteract the accumulation of free electrons
by ionisation: diffusion and attachment. Diffusion tends to reduce the gradients in the free
electron density. Attachment occurs when free electrons are captured by gas molecules on
impact. The continuity equation for the electron density n before the apparition of an avalanche
thus reads [104, 124]
∂ n
∂ t
= (α−η)n+∇ · (D∇n) , (5.10)
where α is the ionisation rate, η is the attachment rate and D the diffusion coefficient. The term
αn describes the generation of new electrons by ionising collisions with the ambient air, while
the term −ηn describes the attachment of free electrons to air molecules. The term ∇ · (D∇n)
describes the diffusion of the free electrons. In general, α depends on the air pressure and
magnitude of the local electric field, while η and D depend mainly on the air pressure [57]. In
the following, the pressure dependency is dropped, as the pressure is the same for all considered
cases. The ionisation coefficient α can thus be taken as depending only on the local electric field
magnitude. As α generally grows with the magnitude of the electric field, so does αn in (5.10).
As soon as the right hand side of (5.10) becomes positive, the free electron density locally
grows: an avalanche can be initiated. The minimal corona discharge breakdown electric field,
referred to as PD inception field, is thus obtained when attachment and diffusion effects are in
equilibrium with ionisation [57]. Thus, the condition for a corona discharge to initiate reads
∂ n
∂ t
= (α−η)n+∇ · (D∇n) = 0 . (5.11)
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This criterion provides a minimum value for the electric field producing an increase in electron
density. It does not guarantee the apparition of a sizeable avalanche, as (5.10) is valid only for
low free electron densities. Equation (5.11) can therefore be seen as a conservative estimate of
the corona breakdown voltage.
5.5.2 Evaluation of the Corona Breakdown Criterion
(5.11) does not need to be solved for a specific initial distribution of electrons n. Instead, any
physical distribution for n which allows the electron density to locally grow is sufficient to fulfil
the criterion.
Consider a problem for which the electric field distribution E0 is obtained numerically for a
given input voltage U0. Assuming a linear problem, the electric field E for any input voltage
can be obtained by scaling the reference solution as E = sE0. The free electron density n is
considered on the same grid as the computed electric field distribution. The unknown n is
expanded into a sum of weighted basis functions n. For a given input electric field E= sE0, after
discretisation of (5.11), a system of equations of the form
M(s)n= 0 , (5.12)
is obtained. In (5.12), the coefficients of the matrix M(s) depend nonlinearly on the scaling
factor, due to the nonlinear dependency between the ionisation coefficient and the electric field.
A non-trivial solution for (5.12) exists when det (M(s)) = 0. The scaling factor can be swept
until this condition is fulfilled, providing thus the corona breakdown electric field. In general,
instead of calculating the determinant of M(s), a value of the parameter s for which M(s) has
a zero eigenvalue can be searched. Thus, by varying s and tracking the first eigenvalue until a
sign change, the corona breakdown field can be found. A search by bisection can thus be used
to obtain the breakdown field in a few iterations [57].
Simulation procedure
The results presented in the following are based on the commercial softwares Spark3D 2019
SP1 and CST Studio Suite 2019. The FEM is used to solve the full Maxwell equations in the
frequency domain for a frequency of interest, e.g. 50Hz. Note that, due to the extremely low
frequency, the exact frequency value has no impact on the later computations. The obtained
solutions for the electric and magnetic fields in free space, are used as input for the Spark3D
solver. In a second step, the Spark3D solver calculates the scaling factor on the input power
required to fulfil (5.11). Taking the square root of this scaling factor provides the scaling on the
input voltage and thus the PD inception voltage.
The simulations were repeated for different mesh resolutions, in particular in the region of the
contact line. The PD inception voltages calculated using the coarsest and finest mesh resolutions
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differed by only up to a few percent. Typical simulation times in Spark3D ranged from a few
seconds to a few hours, depending on the mesh resolution. However, as will be shown in
Section 5.5.3, the location of the partial discharges is predictable. The computational costs of
the simulations were therefore strongly reduced by restraining the computational domain for
Spark3D to small regions of interest. The simulation times were then reduced to a few tens of
seconds, while preserving the accuracy of the finer meshes.
5.5.3 Partial Discharge Prediction for Static Droplets
The corona breakdown criterion can be evaluated for linear problems using the procedure de-
scribed in Section 5.5.2. However, the electric field distribution around oscillating droplets is
clearly time-dependent and nonlinear. Since partial discharges around single droplets are ex-
pected to originate from the vicinity of the contact line, we reduce the problem to the estimation
of PD inception voltage around static droplets.
Validation of results for static droplets
In a first step, the simulation procedure is validated against experimental results. In order
to retain the electrical properties of water while keeping the droplets static, a water-gelatin
mixture was used. The droplets, once generated, were cooled down to freezing temperature
before performing the partial discharge experiments. High speed videos were taken in order to
ensure that the droplets remained motionless. In addition, the droplet shapes were extracted,
assuming axisymmetry, to generate the geometry in the simulations. The experimental and
simulated results are compiled in Table 5.1. The simulated PD inception voltages are in good
agreement with the experimental values, with a maximal relative deviation of 7.3%.
Location of partial discharges
The simulation procedure is performed with a number of axisymmetric droplet shapes, cal-
culated using the procedure detailed in Section 2.2.1. The location of the simulated partial
discharges is shown in Fig. 5.17, for different contact angle values. In all cases, partial dis-
charges start at the contact line, in the direction of the electrodes. In some cases, a slight
deviation of the direction is observed. The hypothesis that the contact line plays a major role in
the apparition of partial discharges is thus verified by the numerical simulations. In each case
considered in the following, partial discharges were found to start from the contact line of the
droplets.
Effect of contact angle and droplet volume
The wettability of the surfaces and the volume of the sessile droplets are known to have
a large impact on the PD inception field [31, 44, 77, 84]. Partial discharges from droplets
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Volume Droplet shape Electric field pattern
Inception voltage
(Experiment)
Inception voltage
(Simulation)
21.95 µl 13.52 kV 13.49 kV
12.83 µl 13.32 kV 13.22 kV
19.77 µl 15.41 kV 14.29 kV
20.08 µl 15.27 kV 14.58 kV
Table 5.1: Comparison between experimental and simulated partial discharge inception volt-
ages for a few static droplets (water+gelatin mixture).
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Figure 5.17: Location of partial discharges for 40 µl static droplets with different contact angles.
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of various sizes and contact angles are therefore considered in a second step. The results,
shown in Fig. 5.18, indicate that the PD inception voltage decreases both with increasing droplet
volume and decreasing contact angle. Over the range of volumes considered, the contact angle
plays a large role, decreasing the inception voltage by more than a factor 2 from θ = 150° to
θ = 30°. The dependency on the volume is observed mostly for smaller droplets. For rather
large droplets (≥ 40µl), the variation with the volume is modest (≤ 20%). The major role
played by hydrophobicity is thus confirmed, as hydrophobic surfaces result in smaller droplets
with larger contact angles, and hence largest inception voltages.
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Figure 5.18: Partial discharge inception voltage for a number of droplet volumes (5 to 100 µl)
and equilibrium contact angles (30 to 150°).
For reference, the results for contact angles between 75 and 105° are compared with exper-
imental results from Dr.-Ing. M. Nazemi [77] in Fig. 5.19. Although the experimental data is
obtained for oscillating droplets, the simulated values are close to the experimental breakdown
voltage values. These values are, thus, consistent with the results shown in Fig. 5.14, where
contact angles values close to 90° are obtained at the applied voltage peak.
The inception field can also be related to the singularity indices calculated in Section 2.2.3.
The results, shown in Fig. 5.20, indicate that the inception field correlates positively with the
singularity index, as expected. With this representation, the volume of the droplets seem to act
as a geometric parameter acting multiplicatively on the inception field.
Effect of substrate permittivity
The effect of the permittivity can be evaluated numerically by changing the material prop-
erties of the substrate. The PD inception voltage for different substrate permittivities is shown
exemplarily in Fig. 5.21, for a 20 µl droplet with different contact angle values. The influence
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Figure 5.19: Partial discharge inception voltage for a number of droplet sizes and equilibrium
contact angles. The markers correspond to the simulated results. The experi-
mental results from Dr.-Ing. M. Nazemi [77] for different voltage frequencies are
shown for comparison.
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Figure 5.20: Partial discharge inception voltage for a number of droplet volumes (5 to 100 µl)
and equilibrium contact angles (30 to 150°), as a function of the singularity index.
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of the permittivity strongly depends on the contact angle. For the lowest contact angle value,
increasing the permittivity only reduces the inception voltage by ≈ 10%. For the highest contact
angle value, the inception voltage is halved over the same range of permittivities. The observa-
tion is consistent with the results shown in Fig. 2.7 concerning the singularity index. For low
contact angles, the range of variation of the singularity index for varying permittivities is small.
However, it quickly grows with the contact angle value.
Partial discharges between two droplets
In presence of multiple droplets, the modified electric field patterns influence the inception
voltage. The PD inception voltage as a function of the distance for two identical droplets is
shown in Fig. 5.22. The asymmetry resulting from the presence of an additional droplet leads
to further enhancement of the electric field between the two droplets. As a result, the PD
inception voltage reduced drastically when the distance between the contact lines goes to zero.
However, for a distance of a few millimetres, the PD inception voltage of the single droplet case
is recovered.
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Figure 5.21: Partial discharge inception voltage in function of the substrate permittivity, for a
20 µl droplet with different contact angles.
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Figure 5.22: Partial discharge inception voltage in function of the distance between the contact
lines of two droplets with volume 20 µl and contact angle 90°.
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6 Electrically Forced Droplet Generation
6.1 Problem Description
In combustion processes, liquid fuels and oxidisers are introduced into combustion chambers
as sprays of droplets. The different fluids mix in the chamber after vaporisation, allowing for
the ignition and combustion processes to take place. Due to the high pressures involved, liq-
uids may be introduced above supercritical conditions in the combustion chamber [135]. The
study of the mixing behaviour of liquids in supercritical conditions is therefore of interest for the
characterisation of combustion in these conditions. Experimental investigations of the mixing
behaviour at the scale of a single droplet are required to characterise the mixing properties. The
mere presence of a suspending apparatus during experiments is sufficient to affect evaporation
rates at the surface of droplets [100, 128]. Studying free falling droplets avoids the issue of
suspension and of stagnation of the gas phase around droplets. An example of the mixing be-
haviour of free falling n-pentane droplets at near critical conditions is shown in Fig. 6.1, along
with the experimental chamber. Differences in the density of the surrounding gas as the droplet
evaporates are highlighted by the shadowgraphy images. This mixing behaviour needs to be
characterised statistically, by performing a large number of experiments. The reproducibility of
the droplet generation then becomes a major concern for the study of the mixing behaviour.
However, the vanishing surface tension at near critical conditions results in droplet instability,
impacting the reproducibility negatively. This instability can be alleviated by forcing the detach-
ment of the droplet by an external cause, e.g. mechanical disturbance created by motion of the
capillary supporting the droplet (see [106]) or electric forces (see [129]).
An electrically induced droplet detachment was shown to produce good droplet generation
reproducibility, even near critical conditions, in the case of acetone droplets. However, the de-
tachment dynamics of lower conductivity liquids, such a n-pentane, differed significantly. Those
detachment dynamics were not understood at the time. In addition, unexpected behaviour of
free falling droplets in the pressure chamber hinted at the presence of net charge in some de-
tached droplets. A characterisation of the droplet generation dynamics by numerical simulation
is thus required to prevent the generation process from spoiling experiments in the pressure
chamber.
In the following, the characterisation of an on-demand droplet generator (see [105, 129])
where single droplet detachment is forced by external electric fields is presented. The be-
haviour of two test liquids, acetone and n-pentane, subjected to the external electric field is
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.1: (a) Shadowgraphs of free falling n-pentane droplets at supercritical pressure and
different temperatures [105]. (b) Experimental pressure chamber for the study of
the mixing behaviour [129]. Pictures courtesy of C. Steinhausen.
investigated and compared with experimental results. These two liquids represent, respectively,
the case of high and low conductivity liquids, which are shown to present a completely different
detachment behaviour [83]. Then, some of the characteristics of droplet detachment originat-
ing from the electrically controlled detachment are investigated. These include the presence of
net charge in the detached droplet, the amplitude of droplet oscillations and the dynamics of
satellite droplets.
6.1.1 Generator Description
The droplet generator is composed of a metallic capillary located between two electrodes on its
sides. The two electrodes are connected to the same voltage supply, while the metallic capillary
is grounded. In order to prevent electric breakdown, the two electrodes are embedded in two
large insulating blocks. The capillary and electrodes are installed in a pressure chamber able to
sustain high pressures and temperatures. A model of the pressure chamber is shown in Fig. 6.3a.
Injection of the test liquids can be performed under pressure and temperature conditions close to
their critical pressure and temperature. The gaseous phase in the pressure chamber is typically
composed of nitrogen in order to prevent ignition of the fluid mixture by spurious sparks.
Initially, the capillary feeds liquid into the pressure chamber with a constant mass flow rate,
typically 2 gh−1 to 10 gh−1, until a pendant droplet is formed, as indicated in Fig. 6.3b. As a
reference, for acetone at 20 ◦C under 1 bar, the corresponding mean inlet velocity is 2.2 cms−1
to 11 cms−1. Typical droplet filling times are 1.5 s to 8 s. The maximal droplet volume obtained
with this capillary depends on the temperature and pressure conditions, and varies between 2 µl
to 5 µl. The volume of the droplets is evaluated a posteriori using high speed (4000 fps) footage
of the detachment process. The presence of a droplet on the capillary is monitored by an optical
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device, which provides a trigger signal for the detachment process. The optical setup can be
adjusted to force the detachment of droplets at specific heights below the capillary.
As soon as a droplet is detected by the optical setup, a short voltage pulse, lasting 10ms to
50ms is applied via the electrodes. The induced electric force destabilises the droplet, thus
forcing droplet detachment. The typical voltage required for the pulse is 1.5 kV to 5 kV. The
amplitude and duration of the voltage pulses are chosen to avoid detachment of the droplets
in electric fields, which would produce charged droplets. Since surface tension tends to restore
the pendant droplet, the imparted impulse needs to be sufficient to ensure detachment.
Observations show that the droplet detachment time, charging behaviour and flow dynamics
after detachment depend strongly on the electrical properties of the liquid phase. This is due to
the modification of the local electric field pattern by the droplet. For reference, the conductivity
of acetone is 20 µSm−1, resulting in a charge relaxation time of approximately 10 µs. This is
well below the time scale of droplet motion on the capillary. The conductivity of n-pentane is
20 pSm−1, resulting in a charge relaxation time in the order of a second. This is, on the contrary,
well above the time scale of droplet motion on the capillary. Thus, charge redistribution at the
surface of the droplets is essentially instantaneous in the case of acetone, but negligible in the
case of n-pentane. This results in different electric field distributions. This is illustrated in
Fig. 6.2, where the electric field distribution is shown for a highly conductive acetone and a low
conductivity n-pentane droplet, respectively, 1ms after the beginning of the voltage pulse. In
the low conductivity case, the electric field strength within the droplet is significant, featuring
a clear singularity at the tip of the capillary. In the high conductivity case, however, the electric
field within the liquid vanishes. Thus, the electric force distribution for the two liquids differs
significantly. In the case of acetone, the net force points away from the capillary. On the contrary,
for n-pentane, the net force points towards the capillary. In the following, in order to emphasise
the different droplet detachment characteristics and charging behaviour, the two liquids are
analysed separately.
6.1.2 Numerical Setup
In order to allow for optical access to the capillary, the electrodes do not surround the capillary
entirely, so that the geometry of the generator is not axisymmetric. However, the electric field
distribution around the droplet is nearly so. Furthermore, experimental data on the detach-
ment of droplets shows no signs of transverse oscillations. Therefore, the generator is modelled
assuming axisymmetry in order to reduce computational costs.
The mesh resolution is chosen as ∆x = 2.5× 10−2mm, corresponding to approximately 35
control points per primary droplet radius, resulting in total mesh size of 50200 cells. The time
step size is adaptive as described in Section 3.1.2, but limited from above to 3 µs, according to
the stability limit for surface tension driven flow [37]. These values are chosen so that further
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Figure 6.2: Electric field and surface force distributions for pendant droplets assuming differ-
ent electric properties for the liquids (adapted from [83]). Left: acetone (high
conductivity) droplet. Right: n-pentane (low conductivity) droplet.
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Figure 6.3: (a) Full model of the on-demand droplet generator. (b) Schematic view and main
parameters of the simulation domain. (c) Notations for boundary conditions ap-
plied on the computational domain (see Table 6.1).
refinement does not influence the accuracy of results on the primary droplet. This resolution is
furthermore sufficient to resolve the qualitative behaviour of the liquid thread and the satellite
droplets appearing after detachment of the primary droplet.
6.1.3 Initial Conditions
In order to ensure that large electric fields are generated at the tip of the capillary, the capillary
itself must be grounded. The choice of a metallic capillary is therefore natural. For the two
test liquids considered here, acetone and n-pentane, this implies rather high wettability, with
experimentally observed contact angles below 30°. As a result, pendant droplets wet the sides
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Boundary Variable
pd u α Φ %e
Inlet
(AB)
∇npd = 0 u · n= ϕmρpir2inlet α= 1 ∇nΦ= 0 ∇n%e = 0
Capillary surface
(BCDE)
∇npd = 0 u= 0 ∇nα= cos(θ )or α= const.
∗ Φ= 0 ∇n%e = 0
Free stream surface
(EF)
p0 − 12 |u|2 ∇nu= 0 ∇nα= 0 if u · n≤ 00 otherwise ∇nΦ= 0 ∇n%e = 0
Electrode surface
(FG)
∇npd = 0 u= 0 ∇nα= cos(θ )or α= const.
∗ Φ= V (t) ∇n%e = 0
Free stream surface
(GH)
p0 − 12 |u|2 ∇nu= 0 ∇nα= 0 if u · n≤ 00 otherwise Φ= 0 ∇n%e = 0
Table 6.1: Boundary conditions used for the numerical simulations of the droplet generator. The
boundary conditions indicated with ∗ indicate the contact angle boundary condition
described in Section 3.3.3.
of the capillary. Droplet formation from a wettable capillary is a seldom studied problem [11].
A few words on the droplet formation are therefore in order.
For the mass flows and the capillary geometry considered here, the low capillary number
Ca ≈ 10−5 indicates that surface tension dominates over inertial effects. The pendant droplet
growth is slow, so that it can be considered to be in static equilibrium at all times. Initially, the
liquid wets only the bottom part of the capillary. The contact line is pinned at the edge of the
capillary [12, 88]. As the droplet grows, the contact angle configuration allows the contact line
to unpin and rise on the sides of the capillary. While initially small, the ratio of droplet weight
to surface tension force increases until it reaches unity. At this time, the droplet, pinned to the
tip of the capillary by surface tension, starts migrating down the capillary. During this process,
since the contact angle and capillary radius are unchanged, the shape of the droplet remains
essentially the same.
Droplet detachment is triggered for droplets during this regime of droplet filling. Thus, initial
conditions for the droplet shape can be calculated directly using the Young-Laplace equation, as
described in Section 2.2.1. This avoids simulating numerically the whole droplet filling process,
which is a computationally expensive task due to constraints on the time step.
6.2 Detachment Dynamics of Pendant Droplets
The initial instant of electrically controlled detachment is chosen so that the tip of the primary
droplet is located at the same distance from the capillary in the experiment and in the simu-
lation. At that time instant, the mass flow is interrupted and the electrical pulse is triggered
to destabilise the pendant droplet and force its detachment. The duration of the pulse is con-
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strained by the requirement of charge-free droplet detachment. This can only be ensured if
the voltage pulse is interrupted before the end of the detachment process, so that charge ac-
cumulated at the interface of the liquid may vanish. An example of experimentally measured
voltage pulse is shown in Fig. 6.4. If the electric field within the droplet has not fully decayed
at detachment time, the droplet will carry a net electric charge. Such a case is considered in
Section 6.2.1.
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Figure 6.4: Measured profile of a 15ms voltage pulse. The target voltage is 4 kV for a duration
of 15ms.
The detachment dynamics of different test liquids may significantly differ. For this reason, the
dynamics of detachment of different test liquids are treated in separate sections. Section 6.2.1
illustrates the dynamics of a high-conductivity liquid, acetone, for which τe ≈ 10µs  τm.
Section 6.2.2 illustrates the dynamics of a low-conductivity liquid, n-pentane, for which τe ≈
1s τm.
6.2.1 Acetone Droplet Detachment
As shown in Fig. 6.2, the electric force results in a single downwards kick to the droplet. Typical
detachment dynamics are shown in Fig. 6.5. Once it reaches the tip of the capillary, the contact
line is pinned at the edge of the capillary. When the surface tension is insufficient to restore the
droplet into its pendant configuration, a neck forms and the droplet detaches from the capillary.
The velocity of the droplet determines the location of neck formation, and therefore affects the
amount of liquid left over. It should be noted that electric forces are typically insufficient to
force large deformations of the droplets, but rather induce a uniform motion of the liquid bulk.
Simulation results for acetone droplet detachment in a nitrogen atmosphere at 20 ◦C, 1 bar,
shown in Fig. 6.6, are in very good agreement with experimental results. The initial configura-
tion, t = 0, corresponds to the beginning of the voltage pulse, driving the droplets downwards.
The voltage pulse accelerates the droplet only for a short instant. It is interrupted long before
the contact line reaches the tip of the capillary, at t = 35ms. Although the contact line remains
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Figure 6.5: Detachment of a 3.8µl acetone subjected to a 3 kV peak voltage pulse of duration
11.5ms. Time instants are annotated with respect to the beginning of the voltage
pulse. The satellite droplet visible at t = 25ms and t = 26ms merges into the
pendant liquid before t = 27ms.
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pinned, the bulk of the droplet continues its downwards motion. The droplet elongates, even-
tually forming a neck around t = 45ms. Detachment occurs shortly after the formation of the
neck and the droplet undergoes oscillations as it falls within the pressure chamber.
In the experimental footage only, a satellite droplet can be observed after detachment, falling
after the primary droplet. A close inspection of the numerical results shows that a satellite
droplet is formed, but it nearly instantly merges back with the remaining liquid at the tip of
the capillary. In the experiment, the satellite droplet does collide with the remaining liquid, but
bounces on its surface instead of merging. The absence of bouncing in the simulated dynamics
is directly due to the use of the VoF method, which forces coalescence of liquids bodies as they
make contact [78].
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Figure 6.6: Detachment of a 3.7 µl acetone droplet subjected to a 11.5ms, 2.1 kV peak voltage
pulse [83]. The voltage pulse is interrupted before the detachment of the primary
droplet. Experimental results courtesy of F. Weckenmann [129].
Detachment time and primary droplet volume
Test liquids are introduced through the capillary via a tube of significant length. Interruption
of the mass flow to the capillary is therefore slightly delayed in the experiments. For complete-
ness, two scenarios are considered for the detachment process: with continued mass flow and
with instantly interrupted mass flow. The detachment times and detached volumes of acetone
droplets as a function of the applied voltage are shown in Fig. 6.7a. At low voltages, the detach-
ment time is quite sensitive to the applied voltage, but the dependency becomes nearly linear at
higher voltages. The presence of the mass flow has a negligible effect on the detachment time
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of the droplets for nearly all voltage values. For Φ = 2kV, however, detachment occurs only
for nonzero mass flow. Unlike detachment time, the droplet volume, shown in Fig. 6.7b, differs
depending on the mass flow scenario. As shown in Fig. 6.8, the reduced form of the volume
difference to the detachment time hints that the volume difference may originate principally
from the additionally introduced liquid in the continuous mass flow case. Due to the nearly
identical trends in droplet detachment, the case of instantly interrupted mass flow is considered
for the rest of this section.
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Figure 6.7: Effect of pulse voltage on the detachment characteristics of the primary droplet for
a 3.8 µl acetone droplet at 20 ◦C and 1 bar.
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Figure 6.8: Volume difference introduced by the uninterrupted mass flow normalised by the
detachment time.
Net droplet charge and induced forces
For the control of the droplet detachment process, the droplet charging dynamics and the
magnitude of electrically applied forces are of interest. Due to the relatively high conductivity
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of acetone, charge relaxation occurs nearly instantaneously. Thus, as illustrated in Fig. 6.9, the
amount of free charge accumulating at the interface of the droplet follows the voltage profile
exactly. As a result, the interruption of the voltage pulse, even shortly before detachment, is
sufficient to ensure that the detached droplet is free of net charge. The presence of a tail in
the voltage pulse profile due to capacitive effects in the voltage amplification apparatus could
therefore be one of the main mechanisms resulting in the generation of charged droplets. The
magnitude of the electric force driving the detachment also follows the voltage profile instantly
regardless of the location on the capillary.
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Figure 6.9: Net charge and electric force induced on the acetone droplet during the voltage
pulse.
Oscillations of freely falling droplets
A second quantity of interest is the amplitude of droplet oscillations during droplet free fall.
Since on-demand droplets are used for studies of phase transition, the magnitude of oscillations
of the phase boundary should be kept as small as possible to prevent influence on experiments
during the free fall. The transverse radius of droplets, corresponding to the maximal value of
the radial coordinate of the droplet surface in the cylindrical coordinate system, is shown in
Fig. 6.10. For the lower voltages, the radius of the droplet does not vary significantly during the
voltage pulse. After the end of the voltage pulse, once the contact line is pinned, the droplet
elongates, until the pinching of the neck causes the droplet to detach. After detachment, free
falling droplets experience oscillations, originating from the propagation of capillary waves from
the pinching point on the liquid thread. As shown in Fig. 6.10, the amplitude of oscillations de-
pends on the applied voltage. The peak to peak amplitude of the first period of oscillation nearly
doubles over the voltage range considered. Thus, the lowest voltage sufficient for detachment
must be used in order to minimise droplet oscillations. Nevertheless, the amplitude of these
oscillations is significant even at lower pulse voltages.
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Figure 6.10: Transverse radius of droplet during detachment process. Markers indicate the
detachment time for each curve. For better readability, only a few voltage cases
are represented with solid lines. The voltage values are the same as in Fig. 6.7.
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Dynamics of the liquid thread
The dynamical behaviour of the liquid thread at detachment time can be studied as a function
of the electrode voltage, which correlates with the instantaneous pressure and velocity distribu-
tion at the tip of the capillary. The shape of droplets shortly before droplet detachment is shown
in Fig. 6.11. The liquid thread formed between the primary droplet and the remaining pendant
liquid exhibits two necks breaking successively. For lower voltages, the lower neck breaks first.
The remaining liquid thread is accelerated upwards before the break up of the second neck. As a
result, the satellite droplet formed from the liquid thread moves upwards, towards the pendant
liquid. In case of collision, the satellite droplet may either merge with the pendant liquid or
bounce on it. Conversely, at higher voltages, the top neck breaks first, so that the resulting satel-
lite droplet follows the primary droplet in its fall. It may eventually catch up with it [139, 140].
The maximum applied voltage for which no falling satellite droplet generation is expected can
be identified from simulations as about 3 kV.
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Figure 6.11: Dynamics of the liquid thread at the time of detachment [83].
Generation of charged droplets
As shown in Fig. 6.9, the amount of net charge induced at the surface of the acetone droplet
by external electric fields is nearly proportional to the instantaneous voltage. The case of an
electrical pulse interrupted after the detachment of the droplet is considered in the following.
For this purpose, a flat voltage pulse of duration 26ms is applied, leading to the detachment of
the pendant droplet at t = 21.8ms, i.e. before the end of the voltage pulse. The total induced
charge in the liquid is shown in Fig. 6.12. As the droplet nears detachment, the free surface
area of the liquid increases. Thus, the amount of surface charge increases until detachment. At
the end of the voltage pulse, the free charge in the liquid remaining at the tip of the capillary
vanishes quickly. It is replaced by a charge of opposite sign, mirroring the net charge of the
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free falling droplets. The net charge in the detached droplets, primary and satellite, remains
constant during the fall since the nitrogen atmosphere electrically insulates the droplets. The
charge in the pendant liquid vanishes as the distance from the detached droplet to the capillary
increases. Figure 6.13 illustrates the apparition of the mirror charge at the capillary. The net
charge in the pendant liquid takes the opposite sign of the detached droplet charge. The net
charge of both the primary and satellite droplets remain constant.
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Figure 6.12: Total free charged induced in the liquid during the detachment of a charged
droplet (adapted from [83]).
6.2.2 N-Pentane Droplet Detachment
Unlike acetone, n-pentane is a liquid with relatively low polarity, "r = 1.83, and low conductivity,
κ = 20pSm−1. The different electrical properties lead to strongly different electric field and
forces distributions in the droplet compared to the case of acetone, as shown in Fig. 6.2. Since
both the amount of net charge and bound charge at the interface induced by a given voltage are
lower than in the case of acetone, the magnitude of induced electric forces by a given voltage
is expected to be much lower. This is observed experimentally, as the voltage required for the
detachment of n-pentane is much larger than in the case of acetone. The simulated dynamics
of a n-pentane droplet are shown in Fig. 6.14. The behaviour of the droplet on the capillary
during the applied voltage pulse is clearly different from that of an acetone droplet. Instead of
being accelerated downwards, the droplet is accelerated towards the capillary by the electric
forces. After the interruption of the voltage pulse, the surface tension acting on the droplet is
insufficient to compensate for its weight. The droplet is therefore accelerated downwards by its
own weight, triggering the detachment. The simulation is in good qualitative agreement with
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Figure 6.13: Electric charge (left half of each picture) and potential distribution (right half of
each picture) of a charged acetone droplet before and after voltage switch off
(adapted from [83]). The electric charge density is represented here as a surface
density at the surface of the liquid (thin coloured lines). After voltage switch off,
the charge in the pendant liquid is replaced by a charge mirroring that of the
droplets.
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experiments, as shown in Fig. 6.15. The discrepancy in the detachment times is likely due to
the lack of wettability data for the capillary surface.
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Figure 6.14: Detachment of a 3.73 µl n-pentane droplet subjected to a 3.5 kV peak voltage pulse
of duration 26.5ms. Time instants are annotated with respect to the beginning of
the voltage pulse. The satellite droplet visible at t = 108ms merges into the
pendant liquid.
The difference in the dynamics of droplet detachment is related to the field pattern around
the capillary. The electric field inside of the droplet is not screened away by surface charge (as
in the case of acetone), so that the field singularity at the capillary edge remains. The electric
force distribution acting on the droplet is therefore skewed towards repelling the contact line
away from the tip of the capillary. Since the effect originates from the singular fields at the
tip of the capillary, it depends on droplet position. The dependency of the net force on the
position on the capillary is illustrated in Fig. 6.16 for static pendant droplet shapes. For pendant
droplets at low positions on the capillary, the net force drives the droplet towards the capillary.
A maximal value is obtained shortly before the contact line reaches the tip of the capillary. For
droplets higher on the capillary, the net force reverses direction, so that droplets are forced
downwards by electric forces, similarly to conductive liquids. Yet, this method of detachment
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Figure 6.15: Comparison of the simulated n-pentane dynamics with experiments [83]. Experi-
mental results courtesy of C. Steinhausen.
for low conductivity liquids is impractical as the net force vanishes quickly as the droplet starts
moving down the capillary.
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Figure 6.16: Net force acting vertically on an n-pentane droplet in function of the height of its
mass centre on the capillary. The inset pictures show the field and force patterns
around the droplets at specific locations on the capillary.
Detachment times are significantly longer than for the case of acetone due to the two step
detachment process. Their dependency on the applied voltage is shown in Fig. 6.17a. While
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the detachment time decreases nearly linearly with increasing voltage, the range of variation
is relatively small. Figure 6.17b shows the motion of the mass centre of the droplet over time.
Larger impulses result in faster motion downwards, but the effect is counterbalanced by the
larger travel distance of the droplet on the capillary.
Due to the low conductivity of n-pentane, charge accumulates at the surface of the droplet
slowly during the voltage pulse. However, charge dissipates also slowly before detachment, so
that, while of small magnitude, detached droplets carry some net charge, no matter how short
the voltage pulse is. Since the rate of charge accumulation is proportional to the electric field,
the net charge of droplet scales nearly linearly with the applied voltage, see Fig. 6.17c.
The oscillations of droplets during and after the voltage pulse are shown in Fig. 6.17d. The
voltage pulse induces oscillations of the droplets as they ascend on the capillary. However,
these disappear quickly as droplets descend the capillary. The amplitude of oscillations after the
detachment is therefore nearly independent from the applied voltage.
Due to the low dependency of detached n-pentane droplet dynamics on the applied voltage
at the exception of net droplet charge, similarly as for acetone, the lowest voltage producing
detachment should be used in experiments.
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Figure 6.17: Droplet detachment characteristics for single droplets subjected to a 26.5ms volt-
age pulse. Markers indicate the time of detachment for the different applied volt-
ages.
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7 Transient Electrosprays
7.1 Problem Description
Electrospray atomisation refers to the electrically induced detachment of droplets from conduc-
tive liquids. Different modes of electrospraying can be observed depending on experimental
parameters, such as applied voltage, electrode geometry and liquid flow rate [17, 54, 123]. In
the dripping mode, the application of electric fields results in an apparent reduction of the sur-
face tension of the liquids. For liquid continuously introduced from a capillary, this produces
periodic detachment of droplets whose size may exceed that of the capillary [17]. For larger
applied electric fields, thick jets are formed instead. Fragments of these jets may detach, in the
form of liquid spindles [54], which may later break down into a number of droplets. In the
cone-jet mode, the liquid interface locally approaches a conical shape, from the tip of which a
thin continuous jet streams. This jet may remain simple and break down due to varicose or kink
instabilities. Ramified jets may also be formed, spraying droplets in random directions around
the main jet [54]. In the case of the spindle mode and cone-jet mode, emission of jets may also
occur simultaneously from different regions of the same meniscus.
The cone-jet mode of electrospray is of particular interest for many technical applications. In
biomedical applications, electrohydrodynamic atomisation is utilised for powder production [5],
micro encapsulation [26], micro mixing [4] and nanostructured particles [138]. The technique
is also used for the production of monodisperse nanoparticles [62], and as an ionisation tech-
nique for mass spectrometry [32, 45]. In space propulsion applications, electrosprays are used
for the production of charged droplets in efficient colloid thrusters [39, 122]. One of the main
advantages of the electrospraying technique is the possibility of producing particles with specific
properties (charge, size).
Depending on the experimental parameters, the size of generated microdroplets can be mod-
ulated over a large range of droplet sizes, down to submicron sizes [17, 113]. Furthermore, the
cone-jet mode allows to produce sprays with narrow size distributions [22, 41, 110, 111, 112,
113] for primary droplets. In the presence of satellite droplets, a bimodal distribution may be
obtained instead [111]. The different characteristics (size, charge to mass ratio) [38, 40] of
the primary and satellite droplets lead to significantly different off axis downstream behaviour,
eventually separating satellite and primary droplets [23, 111].
Under the assumption of perfect conductivity of the liquid, Taylor [114] calculated that a
conical shape with half-angle 49.3° can balance electric stresses and capillary forces. This conical
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shape forms a limit past which a thin axial jet is formed. In the presence of the jet, a conical
shape is preserved sufficiently far from the tip. However, the cone half-angle deviates from the
static case considered by Taylor [23, 90, 107].
Significant research has been performed on the scaling of stable cone-jet electrosprays [22,
15, 23, 24, 41, 130], to produce scaling laws relating the electrospray current with the flow
rate. Scaling laws have been proposed for the droplet size. However, the accuracy of the
reported measurements is insufficient to distinguish between different scaling laws proposed to
characterise the same electrosprays [2]. More recently, significant advances on the scaling of
initial ejections rather than steady electrosprays have been made [18, 42, 85]. Of interest is
particularly the scaling law derived in [18], which relates the diameter and charge of the initial
ejection with a universal law depending only on liquid properties. This scaling law is verified
by numerical simulation means. In [42], different scaling laws are derived and verified with
experiments and numerical simulations. The difference between the scaling laws is attributed
in [42] to the use of different models for free charge in the jet. A similar conclusion is draw
in [85], where a Poisson-Nernst-Planck model is used for the electrokinetics, producing another
set of scaling laws over a larger range of material parameters than in [18].
A number of numerical studies of electrosprays in the cone-jet mode have been performed [21,
63, 96, 131, 133]. Many of the numerical models predict droplet diameters in agreement with
experimental results. However, simplified models for the dynamics of free charge in the jet have
been used in [63, 131, 133]. In [18, 96], only surface charge was considered, which was shown
in [42] to improperly represent free charge in the jet. In these works, only either the first droplet
or the steady state of the electrospray have been studied.
The goal of this chapter is to extend previous work on the onset of electrosprays, by con-
sidering the dynamics of transient electrosprays, and to verify some existing scaling laws. The
chapter is divided into two parts. In the first part, electrosprays from sessile drops are con-
sidered and characterised for a number of test liquids. This configuration reduces the number
of experimental parameters, by removing the influence of liquid flow rate in particular. Addi-
tionally, the characteristics of the electrosprays thus formed are found to be nearly independent
from the applied voltage [42, 82] In the second part, electrosprays from dripping heptane at
various flow rates are considered and compared to experimental data from [113].
7.2 Electrosprays from Sessile Droplets
7.2.1 Numerical Setup
In this section, the onset of electrospray from sessile droplets is considered, as shown in Fig. 7.1.
This configuration allows for the generation of cone-jets from sessile droplets by applying a
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constant voltage between the two plate electrodes. The numerical simulations are performed
for different test liquids at different voltages.
U0 5mm
Figure 7.1: Configuration of the simulations of transient electrosprays from sessile drops. The
typical sessile drop volume used in simulations is 1 µl. Typical applied voltages
resulting in cone-jet electrosprays are U0 =5–6kV.
As, in the proper range of experimental parameters, the cone-jet mode is axisymmetric [17],
the numerical simulations are performed assuming axisymmetry. This simplification greatly
reduces the computational costs of electrospray simulations. One limitation is that off axis
dynamics of the atomised droplets cannot be simulated. Nevertheless, the simplification is not
expected to affect the dynamics of the jet nor droplets right after atomisation, since the droplets
are typically thrown off axis only at some distance downstream from the jet [111].
Typical electrospray apparatus have millimetric to centimetric size, but produce microdroplets
in the micrometer range. In addition, the length of the jet formed at the onset of the electrospray
may reach multiple millimetres before the first atomisation. Thus, the numerical simulation of
electrosprays must be performed over a large region compared to the atomised droplet size.
Sufficient spatial resolution can be obtained by means of adaptive mesh refinement, as described
in Section 4.1. Load balancing capabilities are particularly beneficial, as refined regions travel
through the domain along with the jet and atomised droplets.
The region of interest for mesh refinement is chosen as the interface between the test liquid
and surrounding air. This choice minimises errors arising from the diffuse nature of the VoF
interface, while ensuring that all microdroplets as well as the jet are spatially resolved. Interface
cells are identified as cells with at least one neighbour whose volume fraction α differs by 0.1
in absolute value. The refined region corresponds to cells at a distance up to n = 6 cells from
an interface cell. A buffer of n = 6 cells at each level is utilised to ensure gradual coarsening of
the mesh away from the interface.
In the following, the base mesh (level 0) is chosen with a mesh parameter ∆ρ =∆z = 25µm.
Up to 7 levels of refinement are used for adaptation, so that ∆ρ =∆z = 0.195µm at the finest
level.
Adaptive mesh refinement provides an adequate spatial resolution while maintaining the
number of degrees of freedom low (< 0.5 million) compared to static refinement (≈ 10 mil-
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lion). However, as the largest observed velocities occur in the vicinity of the interface, the CFL
condition still restrains the time step to small values. As the simulation of the initial transients
does not require a particularly fine mesh, the simulation is initialised with 3 levels of refine-
ment. Then, the number of levels of refinement is slowly increased to its maximal value before
the onset. The maximal refinement level is controlled by the maximum electric field magnitude
observed in the domain. As initial deformations of droplets are slow compared to the charge
relaxation time, this criterion ensures that a sufficient refinement of the interface is obtained
before electrospray onset, independently of the initial conditions and test liquid.
The mesh grid used in the simulation of a methanol electrospray is depicted in Fig. 7.2. Due to
the extreme aspect ratio of the jet, refinement along the jet only occurs in a thin region around
the symmetry axis. The refinement around single droplets is visible on the top part of the jet.
Figure 7.2b reveals the size of cells at the finest level, which corresponds to approximately 40
cells per primary droplet radius.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.2: Mesh refinement at the fluid-fluid interface in the case of a methanol cone-jet. The
meshes are mirrored with respect to the symmetry axis only for the visualisation.
(a) Refinement around the whole droplet and jet. (b) Close view at the tip of the
jet.
Simulations were performed on a high-performance cluster with MPI parallelisation. Each
simulation was performed on 2 nodes equipped with “Intel Xeon x5650 2.66GHz” processors,
using 12 cores per simulation. Even with the optimisations applied to reduce computational
costs, the simulation times are considerable. The typical simulation time until the first ejection
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is 24h. However, as the jet elongates, the number of degrees of freedom quickly increases.
In addition, the CFL condition imposes an increasingly strict constraint on the maximal time
step, as the initial droplet in particular is accelerated to high velocities by the electric field
after detachment. Thus, depending on the number of following droplet ejections considered,
the simulation times may reach several weeks. In the following, numerical simulations were
interrupted when either the initial ejection reached the opposite electrode, or after ≈ 14 days
of computation.
7.2.2 Electrospray Onset
When the voltage is applied, the vertical electric field drives elongation of the sessile drop to-
wards the opposite electrode. The increased curvature of the drop leads to an local electric
field enhancement at its tip. Thus, both the magnitude of the surface tension forces and electric
forces are increased at the tip of the droplet. When the applied voltage is insufficient, the sur-
face tension forces eventually compensate the electric forces. The sessile drop then undergoes
oscillations damping towards its equilibrium shape in the applied electric field [33]. For a suf-
ficiently large voltage, however, the local electric field reaches a critical value. The bulk of the
droplet undergoes the initial elongation towards the electrode. The electrospray onset occurs
when the droplet approaches a conical shape. A thin jet then streams from the tip of the drop
with a velocity much larger than that of the bulk of the drop. The initial transients leading the
onset of the electrospray are illustrated in Fig. 7.3 for the case of a methanol electrospray. In
this specific case, the elongation of the droplet does not introduce any motion of the contact
line. The whole droplet approaches a conical shape before the jet streams from the tip of the
droplet. Here, the jet streams before the droplet as a whole takes a perfect conical shape.
-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1
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Figure 7.3: Simulated deformations of a 1 µL methanol droplet subjected to U0 = 5kV with
an electrode spacing of 5mm. Different, equally spaced, time instants are shown,
before the emission of the first electrospray droplet.
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Simulation results for two different test liquids subjected to 5kV with an electrode spacing
of 5mm are shown exemplarily in Figs. 7.4 and 7.5. There, the liquid air interface and the
distribution of electric fields at different time instants as the electrospray develops are depicted.
By visual inspection, the droplet sizes and rate of ejection differ substantially. The first ejection
differs in radius by a factor of three. In addition, in the case of heptane, the size of the following
ejections increases significantly over time.
7.2.2.1 Dynamics of Droplet Atomisation
For both the heptane and the methanol jet shown in Figs. 7.4 and 7.5, the bulk of the droplet
is free of electric fields. However, due to the finite liquid conductivity, charge migration effects
cannot compensate the external field in the jet. The nonzero tangential electric fields acting
on the charged surface of the jet drive the streaming of the jet [18, 24]. As the jet elongates,
varicose instabilities are the main mechanism producing the atomisation of the microdroplets.
Two types of droplets are atomised. The detachment of the large primary droplets often pro-
duces smaller satellite droplets. This is illustrated in Fig. 7.6. The liquid threads connecting
primary droplets to the jet pinch on either end, leading to different satellite droplets dynam-
ics. Thus, some satellite droplets immediately merge with neighbouring primary droplets while
others remain.
Due to the complex dynamics of the jet, the successive ejections of primary droplets are not
equally spaced. In some cases, a segment of the jet is detached before breaking up into multiple
droplets. Such an event is illustrated in Fig. 7.7, where two primary droplets are produced
from a single ejection from the jet. In the following, due to the complex interactions between
atomised droplets and the jet, the successive ejections are characterised only from their state at
the time of detachment from the cone-jet. For simplicity, downstream splitting and merging of
droplets is not considered during the post processing step.
7.2.3 Scaling of the First Ejection
In order to validate the simulation approach, the size and charge of the first ejection for a
number of test liquids is compared to the universal scaling law derived in [18]. Given the
characteristic viscous length lµ = µ2/ργ, the charge q and radius r of the first ejected droplet,
the dimensionless parameters q∗ = q/
q
"gγl3µ and r
∗ = r/lµ are defined. With these parameters,
the scaling law resulting from dimensional analysis reads q∗ ∝ (r∗)32 , where the associated
proportionality constant is independent from the liquid material properties. Simulations for 21
different liquids corresponding to a broad range of electromechanical properties, summarised
in Table 7.1, are performed. This choice is motivated by their use in experiments reported in
the relevant literature. In each simulation, the dimensionless charge and radius parameters for
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Figure 7.6: Successive ejections of a heptane2 (see Table 7.1) electrospray. The satellite droplet
formed at t = 64.8µs immediately merges with the preceding primary droplets.
The satellite droplet formed at t = 66.6µs remains.
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Figure 7.7: Multiple ejections for a heptane3 (see Table 7.1) electrospray. A segment of the jet
is ejected at t = 77.2µs, before immediately breaking into two pairs of primary and
satellite droplets.
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of simulation results with the universal scaling law derived in [18]
(adapted from [82]). The material properties for the test liquids are summarised in
Table 7.1.
the first ejected droplet are evaluated. The results are summarised in Fig. 7.8, showing a good
agreement with the analytical law.
7.2.4 Characterisation of Subsequent Droplet Ejections
In the following, longer time transient behaviour of electrosprays is investigated. Differently
from Section 7.2.3, not just the first ejected droplet but, rather, the properties of a number of
subsequently ejected droplets are considered. For clarity, graphs in this section use the same
markers for each liquid as in Fig. 7.8.
As the electrospray develops, the space-charge field of already ejected droplets builds up, thus,
affecting the ongoing atomisation process [131]. Furthermore, the shape and velocity of the jet
changes. It is therefore expected that the size and charge of subsequently ejected droplets will
differ from that of the first ejection. The applicability of a scaling law similar to that presented
in Section 7.2.3 to the successive atomisation is thus unclear. The liquids investigated in this
section are methanol, ethanol, acetone, and the liquids denominated as heptane1, heptane2
and heptane3 in Table 7.1.
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7.2.4.1 Characterisation of heptane2 spray
Size of ejected droplets
Figure 7.9 shows the radius of electrospray droplets vs. detachment time for heptane2 for
different applied voltages. A few observations can be made regarding the size of the successive
ejections. In each electrospray, the droplet size provides a simple criterion for discriminating
between the primary droplets (r >2.5 µm) and the smaller satellite droplets. The droplets sizes
follow the same trend for the different applied voltages. For almost all applied voltages, the
radius of the first ejection is slightly larger than that of the few primary ejections following it.
The radius of primary droplets then steadily increases beyond that of the initial ejection.
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Figure 7.9: Size of successive ejections in function of time in the case of heptane2 electrosprays
(adapted from [82]). The time instants are given with respect to respective first
ejections. Here, the first ejections are nearly identical; the corresponding markers
overlap.
Charge of ejected droplets
The charge of the successive ejections is shown in Fig. 7.10. Similar observations can be made
for the net charge carried by droplets as for their size, indicating that the charge and droplet
size are strongly correlated. These observations can be explained by the correlation between
droplet charge and size, depicted in Fig. 7.11 Two scaling trends can be observed corresponding
to primary and satellite droplets, respectively. As satellite droplets carry little charge compared
to primary droplets, only the charge-radius characteristic of the latter is considered. Clearly, this
characteristic fits well to a power law. The scaling exponent is, however, different from that of
the first ejected droplet. For comparison, the charge of the first ejected droplets for each applied
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voltage indicates that this droplet always carries a higher net charge than that of droplets of the
same size ejected later.
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Figure 7.10: Charge of successive ejections in function of time in the case of heptane2 electro-
sprays. The time instants are given with respect to respective first ejections. Here,
the first ejections are nearly identical; the corresponding markers overlap.
Impact of sessile drop volume
The simulated charge-radius characteristics of heptane are nearly identical for different ap-
plied voltages. One question of interest is to what extent observed electrospray characteristics
are independent from experimental parameters. Since the other main input parameter is the
sessile drop volume, we now investigate the transient dynamics of heptane2 electrosprays for
different initial sessile drop volumes. The transient dynamics of the electrospray for different
sessile drop volumes are shown in Fig. 7.12. There, it is clear that the characteristics of neither
the first nor the successive ejections are impacted significantly by the volume of the initial sessile
drop. A small discrepancy is observed only for the lowest volume, 0.2 µl, where multiple larger
droplets are observed. This is due to multiple primary ejections occurring at the same time,
similarly to the case shown Fig. 7.7.
7.2.4.2 Characterisation of other liquids
Numerical simulations for other liquids show similar trends. The charge-radius characteristic
for acetone, methanol and heptane electrosprays are depicted in Figs. 7.13 to 7.17. In all
cases, a clear separation between primary and satellite droplets is observed. However, the
relative size spread of the successive primary droplets ejections is larger for acetone, ethanol
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Figure 7.11: Charge-radius characteristic of atomised droplets in the case of heptane2 electro-
sprays. Solid line: best fit for primary droplets (r >2.5 µm) with a power law.
Here, the initial ejections for the different voltages are nearly identical.
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Figure 7.12: Characteristic of ejections for different initial sessile drop volumes in the case
of heptane2 electrosprays subjected to 6 kV. (a) Size of successive ejections in
function of time. The time instants are given with respect to the respective first
ejections. (b) Charge-radius characteristic of atomised droplets. Here, the initial
ejections for the different sessile drop volumes are nearly identical.
and methanol, compared to heptane. Although the number of simulated ejections is insufficient
to estimate the time-dependent standard deviation, the observations for methanol and heptane
qualitatively agree with results from [41], where methanol sprays are found to have a relative
standard deviation three times larger than heptane sprays. Regardless of the relative standard
deviation, the primary droplet characteristics are still well represented by power laws. Table 7.2
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Table 7.2: Fitted power law relation between charge and radius of primary droplets for various
liquids.
Test liquid Fitted power law
Heptane1 q∝ r1.57
Heptane2 q∝ r1.59
Heptane3 q∝ r1.75
Methanol q∝ r2.19
Ethanol q∝ r2.34
Acetone q∝ r2.37
summarises the scaling law exponents obtained by multiple simulations for different liquids and
applied voltages. The main observation resulting from the simulations is that the charge-radius
correlation for a droplet ejected later in the electrospray may be described by a simple power
law similar to the one obtained in [18] for the first ejection. The scaling exponent, however, is
different and depends on liquid properties.
7.2.4.3 Current voltage characteristics
Another quantity of interest for characterising electrosprays is the electric current associated
with the charged droplet flow. The average current vs. applied voltage is shown in Fig. 7.18,
for a few test liquids. The average electrospray current is almost independent from the applied
voltage. It depends mainly on the electromechanical properties of the liquid. This result is con-
sistent with the experimental findings in [41]. Note, however, that due to the long computation
times, only a limited number of ejections was considered in each set of simulations. Thus, the
current curves in Fig. 7.18 do not exactly reflect the steady state IV-characteristics of the re-
spective electrosprays. This may explains the somewhat larger spread of the simulated current
points in the acetone case.
7.3 Convergence Study of Electrospray Simulation Results
In this section, numerical convergence issues for the simulation of transient electrosprays from
sessile droplets are discussed. The case of a heptane (κ =1.9 µSm−1) spray from a 1 µL sessile
droplet subjected to 5.5 kV is considered here. The initial refinement level is chosen as linit = 3
in all simulations. The procedure described in Section 7.2.1 is used to gradually increase the
maximal refinement level lmax. The size of detached droplets and charge-radius characteristics
of the simulated electrosprays for different values of lmax are shown in Fig. 7.19.
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Figure 7.13: Characteristic of ejections for different voltages in the case of acetone electro-
sprays. (a) Size of successive ejections in function of time. The time instants are
given with respect to the respective first ejections. (b) Charge-radius characteris-
tic of atomised droplets. Solid line: best fit for primary droplets (r >2 µm) with a
power law.
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Figure 7.14: Characteristic of ejections for different voltages in the case of methanol electro-
sprays. (a) Size of successive ejections in function of time. The time instants are
given with respect to the respective first ejections. (b) Charge-radius characteristic
of atomised droplets. Solid line: best fit for primary droplets (r >4.5 µm) with a
power law.
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Figure 7.15: Characteristic of ejections for different voltages in the case of ethanol electro-
sprays. (a) Size of successive ejections in function of time. The time instants are
given with respect to the respective first ejections. (b) Charge-radius characteristic
of atomised droplets. Solid line: best fit for primary droplets (r >3.0 µm) with a
power law.
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Figure 7.16: Characteristic of ejections for different voltages in the case of heptane1 electro-
sprays. (a) Size of successive ejections in function of time. The time instants are
given with respect to the respective first ejections. (b) Charge-radius characteristic
of atomised droplets. Solid line: best fit for primary droplets (r >3.0 µm) with a
power law. Here, the initial ejections for the different voltages are nearly identical.
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At lower levels of interface refinement, the size of primary droplets is overestimated and the
ejection rate underestimated compared to the finer levels. The qualitative behaviour of primary
ejections remains, however, the same as for the finest levels. At the two finest levels of refine-
ment, lmax = 7 and lmax = 8, the size of primary droplets follows the exact same trend. In
addition, the presence of satellite droplets is properly resolved only for lmax ≥ 7. Figure 7.19b
illustrates the convergence of the net charge in detached droplets via the charge-radius charac-
teristic. The power-law correlation for the charge of primary droplets observed in Section 7.2.4
is valid regardless of the level of refinement of the interface.
7.4 Electrosprays from Dripping Liquid
In the previous section, electrosprays are forced from sessile droplets. This configuration does
not allow for direct control of the flow rate of the electrospray. In the following, electrosprays
formed from liquid dripping from a capillary are considered. The numerical results are com-
pared with experimental data from the literature [113].
The test liquid, heptane enriched by stadis 450 in order to modify the conductivity, drips from
a grounded capillary. A volumetric flow of liquid is imposed, up to 28mlh−1. Electrodes located
at a distance below the capillary are held at a constant voltage of a few kilovolts. An electrospray
in the cone-jet mode is formed nearly immediately after the liquid starts dripping from the
capillary. Since the fluid is continuously replaced, in the proper range of mass flow rate and
applied voltage, a steady cone-jet electrospray is eventually obtained. In this configuration, the
flow rate is a dominant parameter controlling the electrospray, especially at low flow rates [113].
The generated droplet size can be increased by one order of magnitude, by increasing the flow
rate.
7.4.1 Numerical Setup
In the following, simulation results for electrospray atomisation of heptane+0.3% statis 450
(see Table 7.1) with U0 = 4kV and ϕ ∈ [0.39mlh−1, 28mlh−1] are presented. The numerical
setup, corresponding to the experimental setup whose results are reported in Fig. 2.a in [113],
is detailed in Fig. 7.20 and Table 7.3. The simulations were run assuming axisymmetry, with a
maximal level of refinement lmax = 5 for flow rates ϕ ≤ 12mlh−1 and lmax = 4 for ϕ > 12mlh−1,
with a base mesh (level 0) parameter ∆ρ = ∆z = 15µm. The simulations took ≈ 8 weeks of
computational time, in order for primary droplets sizes to reach a steady state in all simulations.
7.4.2 Results
Simulation results are shown exemplarily in Fig. 7.21, for a flow rate of 6.2mlh−1. The dynam-
ics of the jet and atomised droplets are very similar to those obtained from a heptane2 sessile
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Boundary Variable
pd u α Φ %e
Inlet
(AB)
∇npd = 0 u · n= ϕpir2inlet α= 1 ∇nΦ= 0 ∇n%e = 0
Capillary surface
(BCDE)
∇npd = 0 u= 0 ∇nα= 0 Φ= 0 ∇n%e = 0
Free stream surface
(EFG)
p0 − 12 |u|2 ∇nu= 0 ∇nα= 0 if u · n≤ 00 otherwise ∇nΦ= 0 ∇n%e = 0
Electrode surface
(GH)
∇npd = 0 u= 0 ∇nα= cos(θ )or α= const.
∗ Φ= U0 ∇n%e = 0
Table 7.3: Boundary conditions used for the numerical simulations of the electrosprays from
dripping liquid. The boundary conditions indicated with ∗ indicate the contact angle
boundary condition described in Section 3.3.3.
drop (see Fig. 7.5). This is expected, since the properties of the two test liquids are similar. It
should be noted, however, that the size of atomised droplets from the capillary in the steady
state is larger by a factor three than observed from the sessile drop. This is due to the larger
flow rate producing in a thicker jet from which the droplets atomise.
Comparison with experimental data
The simulated mean droplet sizes are compared with experimental results from [113] for
different flow rates in Fig. 7.22. The simulated droplet sizes are in good agreement with the
experimental results, both qualitatively and quantitatively. The mean relative deviation of the
simulated mean diameters is 12%. The validity of the simulation results and numerical model
is thus confirmed.
Size distribution of droplets
The size of the successive ejections for a few flow rates are shown in Fig. 7.23. Similarly
to electrosprays from sessile drops, the size of successive ejections increases with time, until a
steady state is obtained. For each flow rate, primary and satellite droplets are clearly identifi-
able, as satellite droplets are much smaller than the corresponding primary droplets. However,
the size of satellite droplets differs for the different flow rates, following the trend of primary
droplets.
The size distributions of the droplets at the last simulated time step for a few flow rates are
shown in Fig. 7.24. For each flow rate, the size distribution of primary droplets is asymmetric.
The relative frequency of droplets smaller than the most likely size drops quickly, while size
deviations up to 30% larger are observed more frequently.
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Charge radius characteristics
The charge-radius characteristic of atomised droplets is shown for a few flow rates in Fig. 7.25.
Again, similar trends as in electrosprays from sessile drops are observed. The power law cor-
relation for primary droplets is observed for droplet sizes varying over more than one order
of magnitude. Satellite droplets also hold a significantly lower charge than primary droplets.
However, flow rate dependent correlations are observed for satellite droplets. These correla-
tions seem to obey a power law with an exponent close to 3. This indicates a nearly constant
charge density in satellite droplets for each electrospray. This charge density decreases with the
flow rate, so that satellite droplets at higher flow rate hold less charge than satellite droplets of
similar size generated at a lower flow rate.
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Figure 7.17: Characteristic of ejections for different voltages in the case of heptane3 electro-
sprays. (a) Size of successive ejections in function of time. The time instants are
given with respect to the respective first ejections. (b) Charge-radius characteristic
of atomised droplets. Solid line: best fit for primary droplets (r >2.0 µm) with a
power law.
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Figure 7.18: IV-characteristics of electrospray computed for different liquids, for 1 µl droplets
with a 5mm electrode distance.
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Figure 7.19: Simulated ejections for different levels of mesh refinement in the case of heptane2
electrosprays. (a) Size of successive ejections in function of time. The time in-
stants are given with respect to the respective first ejections. (b) Charge-radius
characteristic of atomized droplets.
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Figure 7.20: Schematic view and main parameters of the simulation domain and labels of the
boundaries of the computational domain for the simulation of electrosprays from
dripping liquid. (a) Schematic view and main parameters of the simulation do-
main. (b) Labels of the boundary conditions applied to the computational domain
(see Table 7.3).
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Figure 7.21: Ejections from an electrospray with flow rate 6.2mlh−1. Top row: onset and first
few ejections of the electrospray. Bottom row: ejections from the fully developed
(steady state) jet.
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Figure 7.22: Comparison of simulated mean droplet diameter with experimental results
from [113], Fig. 2(a).
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Figure 7.23: Size of successive ejections in function of time for different flow rates. For clarity,
only a few of the simulated flow rates are shown.
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Figure 7.24: Size distributions of atomised droplets for different flow rates.
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8 Summary and Outlook
8.1 Summary
In this thesis, the electrohydrodynamic behaviour of liquids subjected to electric fields is con-
sidered by means of numerical simulations. The numerical solver is based on the open source
computational fluid dynamics library OpenFOAM, modified to perform fully coupled electrohy-
drodynamic simulations. A diffuse interface approach is used for both the hydrodynamic and
electroquasistatic problem. This allows to robustly handle topology changes of the fluid-fluid in-
terface occurring frequently in numerical simulations of electrospray atomisation. A dynamical
contact angle model including contact line hysteresis effects is integrated into the electrohy-
drodynamic solver. The stick-slip behaviour of contact lines, particularly relevant in the case
of sessile droplets subjected to strong electric fields, is thus captured. Free charge in liquids
is modelled in the electroquasistatic approximation by considering the capacitive, resistive and
convective currents in the liquids. Dynamical charging effects when the time scales of charge
relaxation and fluid flow are comparable can thus be represented. These effects play a major
role in electrospraying, where tangential electric fields acting on the free charge at the surface
of the jet drive the electrospray.
Fluid flows involved in three relevant technical applications are studied using the numerical
solver developed in this thesis. First, the case of oscillating droplet on the surface of high
voltage insulators is considered. The dynamics of the modal oscillations are studied in a first
step and validated with experimental data. Then, the partial discharge inception field strength is
evaluated for different static droplets, depending on their volume and contact angle. The results
show that partial discharges occur in all cases in the vicinity of the contact line, where an electric
field singularity is observed. The dependency of the inception voltage on the different voltages
is shown to be consistent with semi-analytically calculated indices characterising the singularity.
The partial discharge inception results are validated with experimental data on static droplets.
In a second step, the behaviour of an on-demand droplet generator is characterised. In this
setup, electric fields are used to force the detachment of liquid droplets from a capillary. The
simulated behaviour of acetone droplets, which exhibit a short charge relaxation time compared
to the typical scale of fluid motion, is compared to experimental results, showing good agree-
ment. The dynamics on the capillary indicate that droplets are simply accelerated away from
the capillary by the electric forces, so that detachment is obtained in a straightforward manner.
However, in the case of a lower conductivity liquid, n-pentane, droplets are accelerated towards
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the capillary with the electric forces. Detachment is thus obtained in a two step process, first
dominated by the electric forces, and then by the weight of the droplets. The difference between
the two behaviours is directly tied to the different dynamical charging behaviour, which produce
different electric forces on the droplets.
In the final part of the thesis, atomisation of microdroplets is studied. The case of electro-
sprays in the cone-jet mode from sessile droplets is considered. Due to the large size difference
between the sessile droplets and atomised microdroplets, adaptive mesh refinement and load
balancing techniques are used to ensure that a sufficient spatial resolution is obtained, while
keeping the computational cost acceptable. The dynamics of the different ejections of the tran-
sient electrospray are studied for a range of test liquids. The electrospray is found to scale
independently of experimental parameters such as sessile drop volume and applied voltage. A
power law scaling between the charge and size of atomised droplets is found, with different
exponents depending on the atomised liquid. The simulations are validated using a universal
scaling law derived in the literature relating the charge and size of the first ejection of elec-
trosprays. The quantitative results on simulated microdroplet sizes are further validated by
comparison with experimental data in the case of electrospray from dripping liquid.
8.2 Outlook
For future research, the numerical model could be further improved to account for additional
electrohydrodynamic effects. The modelling of ionic species in this thesis neglects the effect
of the diffusion of ionic species. Furthermore, the mobilities of all ionic species in liquids are
aggregated into a single constant, the electrical conductivity. In practice, the apparent electrical
conductivity may depend on the local flow patterns and electric field distribution. The elec-
trohydrodynamic model could be extended to account for this effect by considering transport
equations for each ionic species separately [65].
The characterisation of electrosprays is a topic of interest for future research. However, nu-
merical simulations require large computational resources. Optimisation of the numerical solver
in terms of computational costs would be beneficial for future works. The equations represent-
ing the electrohydrodynamic problem were solved in a segregated manner. This introduces
strong constraints on the stability of the time stepping scheme, in particular for liquids with
short electrical relaxation times. The efficiency of the solver could be improved for these cases,
by considering different time step sizes for the hydrodynamic and electroquasistatic problems.
Solver efficiency could also be improved by solving the equations in a coupled manner, rather
than segregated.
On the application side, partial discharge prediction on high-voltage insulators in the dynamic
case has not been addressed in this thesis. The oscillatory motion of droplets on high-voltage in-
sulators leading to large deformations of their interface was not considered for partial discharge
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inception field calculations discussed in Section 5.5.3. Including partial discharge detection,
similarly to the procedure described in Section 5.5.2, into the electrohydrodynamic solver could
allow to identify local electric field patterns producing partial discharges.
Finally, the simulation package developed in this thesis is readily applicable to characterise
other electrohydrodynamic flows involving conductive fluids. Since contact line dynamics
are modelled taking hysteretic effects into account, electrowetting applications, where single
droplets are manipulated in a controlled manner by electric fields [69], can be also modelled.
Other examples include microfluidics, where e.g. the application of electric fields can be used to
control the size of droplets produced in a T-junction droplet generator [102].
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